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Editor’s Note
David Campany
Whether it is rearranging
images or words, the
purpose of editing is much
the same: to shape some
kind of order and present
it on the page.
So, writing about the editing of images should be pretty
straightforward. In reality it often proves anything but.
Although editing is essential to photography, especially to the making of photobooks, the body of writings on
the subject is pretty slim. So this issue of The PhotoBook Review is a timely opportunity to draw together
books and words by a range of people in an attempt to
explore just what it is to edit photographs.
As I sit to get these words in order, there are two
things on my mind: my earliest and most recent experiences of photography. Both are to do with image editing. When I first got a camera, around the age of fifteen,
I wasn’t sure exactly what to photograph, but I loved
movies. So, camera in hand, I sat in front of the TV to
watch Alfred Hitchcock’s Rear Window (1954). As the
film progressed, I tried to make thirty-six exposures
that might tell the story of the film. I made a book of
these “screen shots,” and discovered the static, mute
images did not tell the story. But, the ways they didn’t
were fascinating. The accidental lessons learned from
that exercise in “live editing” stay with me.
A few weeks ago, I finished sequencing HARDENED, Jeff Mermelstein’s forthcoming book of iPhone
street photos for Morel Books. He’d given me a thousand
images and complete freedom. I could post-rationalize
how I worked on it, but I didn’t sit down with a plan. I
sat down with images spread around me on the floor,
looked at them hard, and started. Just dived in. There
were definitely thought processes, and all editing requires intense amounts of concentration, but in the
thick of it, thousands of little decisions are taken quickly. Shuffling pictures around, what’s in, what’s out,
what goes with what, rhythms and counterrhythms. I

Publisher’s Note
Lesley A. Martin
For several seasons, curator, writer, and photographer David Campany and I have talked about the lack
of assembled writings and discourse related to the
photobook—particularly with regard to editing and sequencing. So it is with great delight that we welcome
him to this issue as guest editor, and his assembly of
a few signposts for the evolving study of the form—the
sprouts of suggestions for future areas of study and
discussion. A big thank you to David for prodding us
to grapple with the ineffable questions around how
photographs are selected and assembled in book form
to create meaning.
In the midst of this issue’s deadlines, I also attended a workshop session called “Photobook: RESET,” organized by Bruno Ceschel and his team at Self
Publish, Be Happy in collaboration with Ann-Christin Bertrand, curator at C/O Berlin, who hosted the
event. While acknowledging the reenergization of the
photobook world via the DIY ethos that has characterISSUE 015
Fall 2018
Follow us on Twitter: @PhotoBookReview
Visit us online: aperture.org/pbr

would step back, assess the progress a little more objectively, and dive back in.
While some editing is done on-screen, it seems the
scattering of physical prints is still favored by most editors. It allows you to see many images at once, at their
intended scale. It also allows for collaboration, while
handling prints connects eye and mind with the body,
the way screens do not. With Mermelstein’s images, I
had the extra experience of having seen them first on
his Instagram feed. A book is clearly quite different
from a smartphone. Reflecting on this, I put a call out
on Instagram for images of editing scenarios. I was curious to see how others do it. I thank those who contributed, and the results are on the center spread, pages
16–17. (Sorry, we couldn’t include everything!)
Beyond the writings in these pages, what should
one read to help think about all this? I’m not sure. Maybe photobook editing can take its inspiration from anywhere. Cinema, literature, other photobooks, a busy
street or an empty beach, a conversation, music, or
staring at a blank wall. My own ideal bookshelf of titles that help me think about editing might seem a little
oblique, so I’ll offer some explanation.
Susan Meiselas’s Kurdistan (Random House,
1997), one of the most significant photo projects of recent decades, is an endlessly instructive lesson in when
to put down the camera and become a facilitator, archivist, and editor. It reimagines what an archive of a
stateless state might be, marshaling a vast range of documents. The artist and writer Victor Burgin’s Between
(Blackwell, 1986) weaves images and text together in
ways that still feel distinctly provocative three decades
after it was published. I hear a reprint is in the pipeline.
Alvin Tolmer’s Mise en Page (The Studio) is a gloriously excessive showcase of what was possible with book
layout and printing in 1931. I never remember what’s on
the next page. T. S. Eliot’s Four Quartets (1943), Maurice
Blanchot’s The Space of Literature (1955), Susan Stewart’s 1984 book On Longing (which isn’t on longing), and
Lydia Davis’s short stories are all literary lessons in precision from which any editor, of words or images, may
learn. The first book of Eugène Atget’s work, published
posthumously by E. Weyhe in 1930, is a fascinating selection and sequence from his vast oeuvre. Many of his
now classic images are not here while lesser-known examples are, which keeps it surprising.
Helmar Lerski’s Metamorphosis through Light
(Luca Verlag, 1982) is a series of portraits, shot in 1936,
of one man’s face under endlessly different illumination. By the end you have no idea who you are looking
at. This is editing as hall of mirrors. Reperages (Édi-

ized the last ten years, the organizers of the workshop
also threw the gauntlet down in the face of new challenges—namely to “rethink where we are and better understand our own limitations, blind spots, and scarce
resources.” Refreshingly, this conclave was characterized not just by the usual hand-wringing over business
models, but also by an openness to self-examination,
backed by an optimism about the future. Participants
acknowledged that the business of photobook making
and selling must continue to sort out the issues of distribution and sustainability, but it also became apparent that one of the most significant challenges is to reassess our shared assumptions on a number of issues,
from who we consider part of our community of makers
and who we consider our audience to be, to the critical
question of how we can facilitate a more consciously inclusive photobook landscape—a challenge we accept at
Aperture and at The PhotoBook Review.
While the germination of these ideas has just begun, let’s be optimistic that the seeds have been planted. The historiography of the photobook, after all, is
young. It is a perfect time for recalibrating the means
by which we assess and tell the story of the genre, and
there is much to be optimistic about. For example,
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tions du Chêne, 1974) is the French filmmaker Alain
Resnais’s selection of photographs shot while looking
for locations. These are not film stills but film-to-be
stills, and the book’s enigmatic sequence adds to the
feeling of possibility. The Grain of the Voice (1984) is a
collection of interviews with the French critic Roland
Barthes. I’m fascinated with the differences between
prose, speech, and transcribed speech. It’s all words,
but the registers are different, and I suspect there are
strong parallels with the different registers of photography: official “works,” contact sheets, half-considered
exposures. Lastly, Raúl Ruiz, the prodigious filmmaker, was cinema’s great allegorist and fabulist. Poetics
of Cinema (1995) is an inventive and playful book
about all kinds of images. It’s not for everyone, but it is
for anyone.
David Campany is a writer and curator. His latest book is
So Present, So Invisible: Conversations on Photography (Contrasto, 2018). His exhibition a Handful of Dust is currently on view
at the California Museum of Photography, Riverside, through
December 9, 2018.

Ideal Bookshelf 1074: David Campany
Jane Mount (illustration) makes things for people who love books.
Her new book Bibliophile: An Illustrated Miscellany released this fall
from Chronicle Books. She illustrated The Martin Parr Coloring Book!
(Aperture, 2017). idealbookshelf.com

10x10 Photobooks’s publication How We See: Photobooks by Women, forthcoming this fall, is a concerted
effort to redraw the traditional historical boundaries
for greater inclusivity of women’s voices (10x10photo
books.org), and the embrace of organizations such as
the Racial Imaginary Institute (theracialimaginary
.org) as part of events like the aforementioned “Photobook: RESET” is similarly encouraging. These are just
a few welcome additions to the conversation—and I’m
looking forward to more in the future.
In the meantime, it’s evident that photobooks continue to be produced and put forward at an incredible
pace, gauging by the number of books received for the
seventh year of the Paris Photo–Aperture Foundation
PhotoBook Awards. As always, tremendous thanks to
those publishers and makers who shared their work
with us, and also to the jury members who helped us
comb through stacks of books to find the gems that
are featured on pages 18–23. Our hope is that these
are also books that point various ways to the future
landscape of the photobook.
Lesley A. Martin is the publisher of The PhotoBook Review
and creative director, Aperture Foundation.
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Publisher Profile

By Taco Hidde Bakker

Geert Goiris
Peak Oil
Roma Publications
Amsterdam, 2017

Graphic designer Roger Willems and
visual artist Marc Nagtzaam (whose
work predominantly comprises pencil
drawings) knew each other from art
school, where they had collaborated on
projects. It was a 1998 collaboration that
unintendedly launched the career of one
of today’s most prolific small publishers of art and artist books: a forty-page
booklet titled (SOME), containing text
fragments in longhand by Nagtzaam and
drawings depicting abstract scenes of
his exhibitions. This publication, later
known as “Roma Publication #1,” was
followed in 1999 by seven more, most of
them collaborations between Willems
and the artist Mark Manders (who mainly works in sculpture, drawings, and
installations), taking the format of newspapers, posters, a collection of poems,
and an artist book. Two decades on, the
catalogue of Roma Publications—which
takes its appellation from the first syllables of the founders’ names—numbers
over 330 publications.
Willems has gone on to publish
many volumes and artist editions with
both Nagtzaam and Manders, while in
the meantime Roma Publications has
expanded into “a platform to produce
and distribute autonomous publications made in close collaboration with a
growing number of artists, institutions,
writers and designers,” as stated on its
website. Most of the releases consist
of art and artist books and exhibition
catalogues, oftentimes in conjunction
with museums and other cultural institutions, but the press’s oeuvre also
contains leporellos, DVDs, audio CDs,
leaflets, posters, and a website. Editions
run from two to 150,000 copies, and
volumes from four pages to 32,544. Depending on the subject and purpose of
each publication, Willems and his collaborators determine rules for the appearance and type of distribution. Wil-

Batia Suter
Radial Grammar
Roma Publications
Amsterdam, 2018

lems is responsible for most of the book
designs although other designers have
occasionally worked on Roma’s publications. Manders, who has a successful
artistic career of his own, still acts as
a sounding board for Willems, who regularly seeks his opinion on editorial or
design questions.
Willems’s graphic design style could
be called subtle, sober, (deceptively) simple, and in service of the publications’
content. In an interview with Willems
for Foam Magazine, Hester Keijser noted the modernist influence in his design
practice.* Willems’s preference for minimalist design has been influenced by the
Dutch modernist graphic design tradition, including Willem Sandberg, Wim
Crouwel, and Willems’s mentor, Karel
Martens. Another motivation for his
sobriety is the desire of many artists to
make focused books, unfettered by external noise such as institutional logos,
obligatory prefaces by curators, and so
on. Many artists are also put off by designers leaving too strong a mark, so Willems considers book design “an attempt
to come to the point.” A subtle design
also means that the type of paper, size,
and printing and binding techniques
are important choices, while Willems
sees technical or budget constraints as
an invitation to keep carefully designed
publications affordable, avoiding the
path of the luxury edition.
Roma Publications also regularly publishes books that may qualify as
photobooks, but Willems prefers not to
distinguish between these and other
art publications. Whether he works on
books with photographers, artists who
employ photography, or artists who appropriate archival, vernacular, and other photographic imagery, the process
of editing and sequencing differs per
project. As a guiding principle, Willems
aims to discover and to understand the

In Memoriam:

Hannes Wanderer

By Mary Frey and Giulia Zorzi
Hannes Wanderer founded his imprint, Peperoni
Books, in 2004, and from 2009 ran the bookstore
(and blog) 25books in Berlin until his death in September. Born into a family of printers, he was in
touch with paper and ink from his early years, which
contributed to his immense knowledge of photography and bookmaking.
As a publisher, he was well-known for his series of collaborations with Hong Kong–based artist
Michael Wolf, but he also celebrated the work of unknown artists from around the world. He was zealous about his craft as a photobook maker and he did
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specific body of work an artist wishes
to turn into a book. He thinks it’s important to engage in a collaboration in
a playful and creative manner, letting a
book grow from the process of looking
more than from thinking, as long as a
project is given the time it needs to ripen, and shifted into the right focus. For
example, Dana Lixenberg’s long-term
portrait series about the residents of
the Los Angeles neighborhood of Watts

Willems considers
book design “an
attempt to come
to the point.”
was already marked by a crisp and clear
story. For what was to become the 2015
book Imperial Courts 1993–2015, Lixenberg and Willems had a large number
of high-quality photos at their disposal.
They wanted neither to feed four hundred of the photos into a machine-like
book, nor to arrive at too small a selection that would miss the point of the
overall story. In the end, Willems added
an index of medium-size images and
thumbnails, allowing every image in the
book to return in chronological order
and clarify the complex interrelationships within the community depicted.
Artists Geert Goiris and Batia
Suter also have each published more
than one book with Roma Publications
and have established long-term working collaborations with Willems. Goiris
first published leporellos and a twosided printed card before his photobooks Lying Awake (2013), Proliferation (2014), Prophet (2015), and Peak
Oil (2017) came out. While Lying Awake
recapitulates fifteen years of work, the

it all with the utmost integrity. As a result, many of
his books have won awards, appeared on “best book”
lists, and been shortlisted for prizes. As a bookseller,
he dealt with books by other publishers, as well, and
rarely has there been someone who could speak so
intensely and intimately about photobooks, someone
who would feel them under his skin. Hannes was also
an inspiring teacher, and he generously shared his
vast knowledge and love for photography and publishing with students from around the globe.
Having run a bookstore and an imprint, Hannes
was totally aware of the rules and the problems in
the photobook world. His talk “Permanent Black Friday” was a demonstration, by the numbers, of how
earning a living with photobooks was impossible. Of
course, five minutes after the talk, he would already
be discussing his next project, his next book, one of
the over one hundred books he had published, or one
of the over one thousand-plus titles he had reviewed
for his blog.

latter three establish a series comprising works from shorter time frames,
published with a corresponding design.
Suter, on the other hand, recently published Radial Grammar on the occasion of her 2018 solo exhibition at Le Bal
in Paris, as a sort of refreshing interlude
after her intense and voluminous Parallel Encyclopedia #2 (2016). While Suter
worked on the slideshow film for the Radial Grammar exhibition, Willems designed the book, for which he employed
two layers of black in the printing so
that image-doubling and fading effects
akin to the movie could be produced in
the book.
In 2014, photographer, writer, and
educator Stanley Wolukau-Wanambwa
proposed a photo project to Willems
about violence, throughout history and
into the present, which would include
his own texts. In order for the project
to gain a sharper focus, after consulting with Willems, Wolukau-Wanambwa
continued adding images and editing
his texts without any set deadline. In
2018, the project resulted in the book
One Wall a Web (shortlisted for this
year’s PhotoBook Awards, see page 22).
The process benefited from not being
rushed or limited by institutional constraints, so as to arrive at the type of
book that Willems values most in his
publishing endeavors: serious and earnest, but with a surprisingly light touch.

*Hester Keijser, “Roma Publications: Holding the
Course,” Foam Magazine 33, pp. 13–18.

Taco Hidde Bakker is a writer, translator, and
researcher based in Amsterdam. The Photograph That Took the Place of a Mountain, a
book of his selected essays and other writings
about photography and art, was published by
Fw:Books in 2018.

A few months ago, he launched a program that,
in his words, would change everybody’s life: it was
called A Thousand Miles Behind. Each event would
have been dedicated to the careful listening to and
understanding of one song by Bob Dylan. The first—
and sadly last—tour date was dedicated to “Don’t
Think Twice,” and was hosted at Micamera Bookstore in Milan this past June. The performance started with another song, which he declared was “the
best album opener ever.” In an email sent shortly
before, he wrote: “If I were a boxer this would be my
tune for the walk in . . .” The song was by the Talking
Heads: “Thank You for Sending Me an Angel.”
There are no better words. Hannes Wanderer
died on September 9, 2018. He will be greatly missed.
Mary Frey is author of Real Life Dramas, the last title
released by Hannes Wanderer.
Giulia Zorzi is the owner of Micamera Bookstore, Milan.
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Designer Spotlight

By Robyn Taylor
As a designer who rose up through
the ranks under cross-disciplinary design luminaries, such as Vince Frost
and Alan Fletcher, over the course of her
fifteen-plus-year career, Sonya Dyakova
has turned her talents to everything
from publications, identities, and websites to exhibitions, signage, and packaging. Raised in Siberia, Russia, she
immigrated with her family to the United States in 1989. “After a Hebrew high
school, where I was taught by rabbis,
I attended the University of San Francisco, where I was taught by nuns—which
turned me into a perfectly spiritual atheist,” she said in a recent conversation
over email. Dyakova studied graphic
design at the Academy of Art College
(now University) and USF and kickstarted her career in San Francisco before
moving to London, where she put down
her professional and personal roots.
Following stints as art director for both
Phaidon Press and Frieze, in 2011 she
founded Atelier Dyakova, an awardwinning multidisciplinary visual communications agency, which boasts an array of international, high-profile clients
from across the creative spectrum.
Reflecting on Dyakova’s catalogue
of works to date, there is no end to the
versatility and dynamism with which
she approaches any given design discipline. However, it is book design that
undoubtedly forms the foundation of
her practice, and it was working under
the mentorship of Fletcher—among the
most influential figures in British graphic design—that Dyakova honed her natural ability to tame the multifaceted and
ever-changing face of photography.
While single-artist publications are
not a mainstay of Dyakova’s design portfolio, I would be remiss not to mention
the first-ever monograph that she produced, made during her time at Phaidon. Nobuyoshi Araki: Self Life Death
(2005) is the most comprehensive overview ever published of arguably Japan’s
greatest living, and most controversial,
photographer. Unintimidated at the pro-

spect of accurately presenting the
work of such an infamous figure—not
to mention adding to the canon of some
three hundred publications made over
the course of Araki’s prolific career—
Dyakova approached the task headon, her seemingly effortless results belying the difficulty of the task. As she
explains, “At the time it was a huge
deal to be trusted with a book on such
an important artist . . . it was a pivotal
moment for me.” At more than seven
hundred pages long, the monograph
was printed in a limited edition of three
thousand copies, each of which was
individually numbered and presented
in a clothbound slipcase. Additionally,
Dyakova introduced tipped-in pre-dyed
paper stocks, which she used to display
a number of personal texts by Araki
that were being published in English for
the first time. Each of these production
elements was employed by Dyakova to
foreground the truly iconic nature of the
work: eye-catching pops of color that
drew on Araki’s playful, and always
provocative, approach to subject matter,
but also equally refined finishing details that made the volume a desirable
collector’s item.
Other artist books that showcase
Dyakova’s sensitivity to the individuality of the photographic experience are
Boris Mikhailov’s Yesterday’s Sandwich (Phaidon, 2006) and Thomas Ruff’s
Nature Morte (Gagosian Gallery, 2015).
In the former, a fascinating body of
Mikhailov’s early work (unpublished for
nearly fifty years), Dyakova gave each
luminescent, full-bleed photograph its
own unbound board. The fifty-two-piece
set of individual, printed images was
then packaged in an envelope-like cardboard portfolio, much like postcards
sent from a surreal Soviet dream.
Dyakova has said that tactility is
invariably an essential factor in all of
her projects: “When we take a book in
our hands, we look and we touch. On
the first moment of contact you get an
impression; it’s a golden opportunity to

say something about the subject matter.
Material and technical print processes
have a voice.” And while these physical manifestations of largely abstract
themes are just one aspect of her book
designs, to Dyakova, materiality is a
fundamental tool for expression—and
key to the integrity of the project.
Another of her signature strengths
is typography, which often does much
of the heavy lifting with regard to
successfully communicating her book
concepts. She has previously created
bespoke lettering, such as that used for
Argentinean artist Guillermo Kuitca’s
Hauser & Wirth exhibition catalogue
(2016), and is equally adept at customizing existing fonts to bring out unique or
unexpected characteristics. In Feast for
the Eyes (Aperture, 2017), a recent publication that chronicles the rich history of
food photography, the distinct, skewed
lettering featured on the back cover and
spine demonstrates Dyakova’s ability
to articulate an idea through striking
graphic details. Expertly balancing the
new and the old, her design paid homage
to the kitschy, retro appeal of vintage
cookbooks while maintaining a thoroughly contemporary feel through largerthan-life photography and her choice of
modern revivals of Victorian fonts.
Cover designs are also a major force
within Dyakova’s practice. Frequently
taking inspiration from the iconography
of the everyday, her bold, sophisticated
compositions act as the perfect entry
point to any given subject. But once inside the book, graphic elements often
shift to the periphery, allowing the content to shine through and really speak
for itself. This considered and nuanced
approach is integral to the success of
The Open Road: Photography and the
American Road Trip (Aperture, 2014),
an epic survey of an equally epic journey, as seen through the eyes of eighteen
photographers. Much like with Feast for
the Eyes, Dyakova’s challenge was to
present a wealth of imagery, gathered
from a variety of sources and time pe-

riods, in a way that wouldn’t pander to
one particular photographic aesthetic
or genre. It’s safe to say she nailed it, creating a thoughtful and versatile design
that embodies the freedom represented
by this iconic voyage of discovery.

When we take a
book in our hands,
we look and we
touch. On the first
moment of contact
you get an impression; it’s a golden
opportunity to say
something about
the subject matter.
Regardless of the medium with
which she is working, Dyakova always
begins her design process in the same
way—with research. She casts her net
far and wide, extracting ideas from
any number of sources that could inform and shape the project. Her initial
findings are then compiled in a series of
notebooks, which become mood board–
like archives brimming with visual and
written stimuli. Dyakova frequently
shares extracts of these notebooks with
clients as part of her design proposals,
in order to lend context and dimensionality to the work. For her, they represent
the ultimate goal of book design: “to
excavate the essence or truth from the
subject matter.” It is from this starting
point that her designs grow and evolve,
narratives unfold, and fresh visual languages are formed.
Robyn Taylor is editor of architecture and
design at Phaidon Press. She lives and works
in London.

Nobuyoshi Araki
Self Life Death
Phaidon
London, 2005

Boris Mikhailov
Yesterday’s Sandwich
Phaidon
London, 2006
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Order and Chaos
By David Campany
For some photographers, editing is the heart of the
matter, the place where the real work is done, and a
source of great pleasure. For others it is secondary, or a
problem, and may even lead to anguish. But unless the
photographs are absolutely singular, with no intended
relation to any others, sooner or later there will be editing. If the photographer does not do it, someone else
will have to. And there is certainly no such thing as a
photobook without editing.
It was in the 1920s, with the flourishing of the illustrated press and the growth of popular cinema, that
the role of editing became crucial to visual culture. All
those images had to be sifted and arranged. The tasks
of editing were soon professionalized in various fields,
each according to their media-specific needs, including magazine and book publishing, filmmaking, and
art history. Conventions for selecting and sequencing

Is it possible to express what
happens in the mind when
one photograph is placed
next to another, and another,
across pages?
were established by the mainstream press and cinema, and rejected or subverted by the various avantgardes wanting alternatives from society, from images,
or both. And in that rich setting, new kinds of photographic books emerged that were more emphatic in
their choice and arrangement of images than mere collections of individual pictures. The now-canonized photobooks from the interwar years were of course quite
anti-canonical at the time, and many were experiments
in what can be done with photographs on the page. Visual primers for the new media age such as Franz Roh
and Jan Tschichold’s Photo-Eye (Akademischer Verlag
Dr. Fritz Wedekind & Co., 1929); László Moholy-Nagy’s
Painting, Photography, Film (Bauhaus Bücher 8, Albert Langen Verlag, 1925) and 60 Photos (Klinkhardt &
Biermann, 1930); freeform books like Moi Ver’s Paris
(Editions Jeanne Walter, 1931) and Germaine Krull’s
unbound album Métal (Librairie des Arts Décoratifs,
1928); and Walker Evans’s groundbreaking American
Photographs (Museum of Modern Art, 1938; discussed
on page 10) were all shaped by the possibilities of montage as reflexive provocation, something that would
make audiences think rather than passively consume
a smooth flow. These books were also responses to the
modern citizen’s daily experience of images, which was
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speeding up, fragmenting, even becoming overloaded.
(Although these feel like our problems here in 2018,
we’ve had nearly a century of speed, fragmentation,
and overload.)
Where filmmakers and film critics worked up sophisticated theories of editing, still photographers did
not. There is no photographic equivalent, for example,
of the 1920s Soviet theories of montage developed by
Sergei Eisenstein, Lev Kuleshov, and Dziga Vertov (all
men, although the unsung heroine from that period is
Elizaveta Svilova, who edited and appears in Vertov’s
1929 film Man with a Movie Camera, a work every editor of movies or photographs should see).
It is surprising how rarely any of the great photo
editors of the last century—Stefan Lorant of Picture
Post and Lilliput magazines, John G. Morris of Life
magazine, or Robert Delpire, to name just a few—spoke
or wrote with any real insight about how they worked.
Two unusual exceptions were actually art historians,
Aby Warburg and André Malraux, although neither
paid much attention to photography beyond how it reproduces and arranges all the other arts on the page.
Warburg’s highly idiosyncratic methods, arranging
diverse images on panels to explore multidirectional
affinities and themes, are discussed widely today. Sara
Knelman considers Malraux’s highly influential and
highly manipulative books of art reproductions for this
issue of The PhotoBook Review (pages 8–9). Illustrated
art history books are rarely considered “photobooks,”
but there’s every reason they should be. Another key
voice has been Keith Smith, whose 1984 study Structure of the Visual Book remains one of the few sustained attempts to think through the relations between
images. You’ll find Aperture editor Lesley Martin’s exchange with Smith here, too (pages 14–15).
Is it possible to express what happens in the mind
when one photograph is placed next to another, and
another, across pages? Are there theories that editors
of photographs work with? Working assumptions? Unwritten rules? Or are there just private preferences?
Does the role and task of an editor shift significantly if
editing for the front page of a newspaper, or a magazine
essay, versus an artist’s own book? Can the craft of an
editor be recognized, like a signature style, or does it
disappear in the result? Does an editor know why they
think one arrangement “works” and another does not?
Can they articulate it? Can editing procedures be classified, and named?
There was a moment in the 1960s and ’70s when
it seemed image editing would be approached theoretically. Structuralism, semiotics, and the revival of
interest in rhetoric in French and British academies
transformed the way culture was thought about. Methods first developed for studying language were applied
to images, with highly suggestive results (notably Roland Barthes’s early writings on photography, and Ju-

dith Williamson’s Decoding Advertisements in 1978).
Complex theories of narrative structure emerged as
ways to understand everything from folktales to Hollywood cinema. But something about the arrangement
of still images seemed to resist scrutiny. Beyond photography’s attempts at linear storytelling or radical
juxtaposition (both of which are usually pretty creaky),
analysis seemed to hit a brick wall. This didn’t prevent
extraordinary things being done with the editing of images. On the contrary, the 1960s and ’70s saw the second
great expansion of experimental approaches, which
are still influential. Think of the diverse publications
of Hans-Peter Feldmann, Martha Rosler, Allan Sekula,
Edward Ruscha, or John Baldessari. But at the same
time, photography was entering the museum largely on
the basis of exemplary single images, not even bodies
of work, and this also stalled critical discussion at the
borders of the image.
There were deeper difficulties, too. Most combinations of photographs are more like poetry than prose.
For all that they show and express, they also announce
their gaps, indirections, and enigmas. They do not explain effectively and are not very good at argument. Instead, image combinations suggest. In their punctuated
way, they do not have the flow that can be attained by
cinema and some types of literature. The individual images never entirely overcome their essential isolation
from each other. There is always a tension—aesthetic,
cognitive, intellectual—between what is irreducibly
singular about a photograph and the part it plays in
the larger whole. This is the challenge and the pleasure
that photo editing presents. It is also the reason why
analyzing it proves difficult. Only vague things can be
said about it in general, so the more specific one can get,
the better. There can be no overarching theory.
The range of ways that images are put together today is wide, especially in book form, which for many
photographers has now come to be the space in which
comprehensive expression of an artistic vision is most
possible. Everything, it seems, is being dared and tried.
Why? Well, these are strange and desperate times, and
who knows what works best, and what forms best express an age of uncertainty? Moreover, there is barely
a mainstream of photo editing conventions anymore—
certainly not of the kind that was established by the
mass-market magazine photo-story that dominated for
decades. Today there is no fixed order to kick against.
If there is a mainstream, it is that mutating flow in
which the order of images experienced daily is more
likely to be determined by the algorithms of ideology,
preference, taste, and commerce than by a conscious
mind, let alone a creative or critical one. When any image might relate vaguely to any other, the very gesture
of locking down a sequence in print, once and for all,
which almost any photobook demands, can seem like a
small act of resistance.
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Getting It Exactly Wrong
A conversation with Roe Ethridge
Roe Ethridge’s approach to editing and sequencing his
work in book form has almost become synonymous with a
particularly contemporary mode of picture organization.
He embraces the nonnarrative and the nonsequitur,
eschewing traditional definitions of genre and seriesmaking in favor of unlikely and inexplicable connections
between images across the pages.
David Campany: I get the impression
that you’ve come to be known as much
for the way you set up relations between your images, in your books and
exhibitions, as the images themselves.
Whatever it is your work communicates, or suggests, emerges in the associations and resonances between
quite different kinds of photographs.
From how early on in your development were you thinking about the way
images might play off each other?
Roe Ethridge: It was early on. In 1999 I
finished a project that was very typological. It was pictures of trees on highway
medians. I loved German objective photography when I was in school and it felt
like the way to do the American road story through my interpretation of objective
photography. Simultaneously, I had just
moved to NYC and had started shooting
commercially. I had a few outtakes from
a beauty story I did for Allure in the studio while trying to make “tough, smart,
conceptual” photography. There was no
denying that the outtake was as good
or better than anything I intentionally
made as an “artist.” I realized that the
cross-pollution of images from an art
practice and an applied practice was
something that was more true than being a “good” photographer. Russell Haswell put me in the [MoMA PS1] Greater
New York show in 2000 with that outtake of a beauty model and an image of a
UPS/mail store. That was the first public
showing of that approach.
DC: I agree about the close relation
between so-called “art” photography
and applied or commercial photography. I enjoy those books from the
1920s that tried to show these connections. Roh and Tschichold’s Photo-Eye
[Akademischer Verlag Dr. Fritz Wedekind & Co., 1929], Moholy-Nagy’s
Painting, Photography, Film [Albert
Langen Verlag, 1925]. Back then there
was a broad sense that one should try
to make good photography wherever
in the culture one could, and the art
part would take care of itself. That’s
easier to accept in hindsight, but when
practitioners like you do it in the present it always feels like a provocation,
or a transgression, as if on some level
these diverse image forms shouldn’t
be seen together. Over the years I can
tell your editing has become incredibly nuanced, but is there still a sense
of provocation or transgression, either for you, or as something you’re
bearing in mind for your audience?
RE: I know there’s a word for when influence skips a generation but I can never
remember it.
For me it was the work of Paul Outerbridge that really got me excited, but I
also had this guilty pleasure of Stieglitz
and other early Pictorialist images. For
some reason, what pops into my mind
right now is Outerbridge’s image Ide Collar [1922], versus Stieglitz’s Spiritual
America [1923]. Funny how they speak
to each other.

On Editing

I definitely think about the audience’s reception of the sequence, but I
first think of what I want to see and how
it provokes something for me. I like the
idea that a layout is like the whole musical score and how notes or tunings or
progressions are correlatives of color,
composition, or subject. So for me those
considerations are understood going
into a sequence. I’m not sure if I think
about it as provocative, or transgressive, but I often feel that if the sequence
doesn’t give me a bit of nausea I’m probably not doing it right.
DC: What do you mean by nausea?
And can you give an example in your
own work?
RE: Feeling sick. Like my using the Mistral font that says “Sacrifice Your Body”
over an image of a skeleton wearing a
Florida State Seminoles hat preceded by
an image of Gisele in a bathtub and followed by an image of carnations, tulips,
and roses laid on a mirror. It’s all “right”
in its wrongness. Maybe “nausea” is a
substitute for Warhol’s quote about getting a painting “exactly wrong.”
DC: For this issue of The PhotoBook
Review, I put a call out for people to
send me images of their editing process. Most sent pictures of printed
images laid out over floors. At first
you sent me a JPEG of the logo for
InDesign. Then you sent a number
of screenshots of your books in progress. So I presume you do your book
editing on-screen. Do you do any editing with actual prints, or is it all done
on the computer? Does the screen
give you a better understanding of
how your photographs work? I guess
they are pure and immaterial images
on-screen.

Selection is editing.
In a way it’s the
opposite of chance.
All intention.
A lot of your books feel like elaborate brochures for imaginary and
maybe neurotic corporations. You
like to push glossy lifestyle imagery
into awkwardness, or place it next
to something abject or forlorn. In this
the books often feel like reedits of
America’s self-image. Taking familiar
things but shuffling the order, so that
the fantasy begins to question itself,
unraveling before one’s eye. I like the
idea that someone looking at these
books in fifty years could actually get
quite a good sense of how messed up
society was. Or maybe things will be
way worse in fifty years and your books
will seem like fond remembrances!
RE: I made a few books by hand but
they were one-offs or zines or an artist
book. I remember someone trying to

Roe Ethridge
Screenshot from the design and
sequencing of Le Luxe
MACK, 2011

explain how to use QuarkXPress and it
was like unintelligible to me. However,
working in the magazine world and seeing the way a magazine came together
on-screen had me chomping at the bit.
When I started using InDesign it was
fairly intuitive and then I was off to the
races. I think it was like 2003, and I have
never sequenced a book or story any other way since then.
I feel like it goes back to the notion
of writing the whole musical score. I can
see the images as thumbnails, almost like
they are equivalent to notes in a score.
Then I can bring the image forward and
see it in direct relation to its page left,
page right, verso, etc. I also love the ability to use the margin as a place stacked
with failed attempts. Sometimes the
margin is where I find combinations
of images I would not have predicted and
they wind up sequenced in the final book.
DC: I think of many of your images almost as Readymades, like
they already existed somewhere and
you happened to be the one to find
them. And then, when you arrange
them, it often feels as if you’re showing us things you’ve found. Does this
make sense?
RE: I love what you are saying about the
found object and the Readymade. I think
that is such a big part of my education
and earliest affections for art. My two
big early influences were Lee Friedlander and Andy Warhol.
DC: Photography has such a complicated relation to chance. It’s always

there but it can be destabilizing unless you can figure out your relation
to it and make it work for you. Just
coming back to the Readymade, I
guess Duchamp’s idea of nominating
an object as a work of art is a pretty
radical act of editing. Picking something out from the continuum, isolating it in a way that makes it strange
and compelling.
RE: Absolutely. Selection is editing. In
a way it’s the opposite of chance. All
intention. I used to think of myself as
a kind of stock photographer. Making
an inventory of images from which I
would select.
DC: Yes, few of your images seem
chancy, although maybe never entirely conscious. Chance comes into the
equation through the putting together of the different images.
RE: Right. A good accident is better than
a bad intention!
Roe Ethridge received a BFA in photography
in 1995 from the Atlanta College of Art. His
many books include Roe Ethridge: American
Spirit (Karma, 2017); Roe Ethridge: Neighbors and Roe Ethridge: Shelter Island (both
by MACK, 2016); Le Luxe (MACK, 2011); Roe
Ethridge; Rockaway, NY (Steidl Mack, 2007);
and Roe Ethridge: Apple and Cigarettes (Gagosian, 2006). In 2008, his work was included in the Whitney Biennial and in 2011 he was
shortlisted for the Deutsche Börse Photography Foundation Prize. Ethridge lives and works
in New York.
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Reordering the World:
Some Thoughts on André Malraux’s
Museum without Walls
By Sara Knelman

André Malraux
Le musée imaginaire de la sculpture mondiale
Librairie Gallimard
Paris, 1952–54

André Malraux
Museum without Walls
Pantheon Books
New York, 1949

André Malraux and his
Imaginary Museum
Boulogne-sur-Seine, France, 1953
Photograph by Maurice Jarnoux/
Paris Match via Getty Images

The Frenchman André Malraux (1901–
1976) is remembered as many things:
archaeologist, novelist, war hero, collector, government minister, and, controversially for some, self-taught art historian. Biographers have returned to his
life as a subject many times over, in part
because it seems to have held more than
one life ought to be able to contain, and
in part because Malraux was as much its
author as its embodiment, often inventing biographical detail to fill out his own
projected mythology, and leaving others
to sort out fiction from fact. Malraux understood much about self-projection, and
was especially adept at manipulating
images to convey a particular quality—
a talent he used variously in his work
as Charles de Gaulle’s minister of information; in the generation of the many
pictures of himself that helped to shape
and promote his perpetual reinvention;
and, later in his life, as a means of tracing universalizing epochal styles of ancient statuary in his most famed idea,
the “museum without walls.”
In one of the most frequently reproduced images of Malraux, we see him
leaning regally yet languidly at the edge
of a grand piano in his grander salon,
pages from his Le musée imaginaire
de la sculpture mondiale (Gallimard,
1952–54) laid out in neat rows at his feet.

Malraux’s easy posture and absorption
at first suggest a candid shot of the subject hard at work. But anyone who’s ever
stood in a room of prints and tried to
work out a sequence would see, as Walter Grasskamp points out in his astute
analysis of this photograph in The Book
on the Floor: André Malraux and the
Imaginary Museum (2016), that the setup, like the images in it, is ornamental
rather than functional. The images, for
one, are all upside down from Malraux’s
perspective. They’re also in pairs of
spreads on single sheets that can’t be
uncoupled, and the tight rows, save for
a semicircle of disturbance at his feet,
leave little room for getting in and moving things about. This isn’t, after all, a
photograph of Malraux in the act of
editing pictures, but a masterfully constructed image of Malraux-as-Art-Historian. What’s most interesting about the
image is that it frames editing and sequencing, for Malraux, as the primary,
even symbolic, operations of art history.
Malraux was, indeed, an editor of
everything, not least of his own literary
output, which he perpetually returned
to, tinkered with, and republished, and
of his own life’s narrative. In his early
twenties, he was an enthusiastic collector and adventurous archaeologistpillager, who avidly purchased stone
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heads unceremoniously wrenched from
their bodies—a rampant colonialist enterprise—and, most infamously, swiped
fragments from a tenth-century Cambodian temple. Malraux’s attitude toward
ancient statuary, annoyingly limited by
the bounds of the law, could be more freely adopted with the use of photography,
a way of editing the world without phys-

Malraux’s first
attempt at utilizing
photography to
collect and order all
like-things is largely
theoretical.
ically disturbing it. In his evolving versions of the museum without walls, he
took on the ambitious reordering of art,
both as material fragments and as photographic fragments, forging an interconnected history of influence, style, and, in
his own conception, humanity itself.
If Malraux’s idea of the musée imaginaire depended upon photography as
a means of collecting and reordering
art objects, the impetus of these func-

tions came first from the advent of the
brick-and-mortar museum. It was the establishment of the museum that began
the project of gathering art objects and
recalibrating the way they are valued,
not only by removing their original context and function, but by placing them
in relation to one another. This radical
“curation” or “edit” of the world’s cultural heritage bestowed a semiotics to art
objects, a meaning achieved primarily
through a work’s relationship to other objects; in the museum, the order of
things suddenly mattered more than the
thing itself. As Malraux’s books would
begin to demonstrate, the double-act of
photographing objects and sequencing
images—of constructing new narratives
out of fragments—could radically alter
the perception of works of art, much like
the curatorial functions of collecting
and displaying objects perpetually reframes our understanding of them.
Malraux’s great insight was that photography offered a way of extending the
work of gathering and categorizing in a
way that any single museum could never
hope to complete. In the initial iteration
of Museum without Walls (Pantheon
Books, 1949), the first part of his trilogy
Psychologie de l’art (A. Skira, 1947–50;
first English translation, The Psychology
of Art, from Pantheon Books, 1949–50),
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Malraux writes:
In a place where the work of art
has no longer any function other
than that of being a work of art,
and at a time when the artistic
exploration of the world is in active
progress, the assemblage of so
many masterpieces—from which,
nevertheless, so many more are
missing—conjures up in the mind’s
eye all the world’s masterpieces.
How indeed could this truncated
possible fail to evoke the whole
gamut of the possible?
Malraux’s first attempt at utilizing
photography to collect and order all likethings is largely theoretical. Though the
book includes many illustrations, they
are just that, most often images embedded in the text, often with a pull quote
underneath so the reader is left with no
doubt about what precisely it is meant
to show. This version also includes a
number of tipped-in color plates that
make clear the array of object-types:
painting and sculpture, of course, but
also mosaic, stained glass, and tapestry. The chronological range is similarly vast, running from the sixth century
BCE to Manet and Van Gogh. (Though
a list of illustrations at the beginning
of the volume offers the whereabouts of
each work, the dates of modern works
are conspicuously absent, as are any dimensions.) Curiously, though Malraux
begins with the importance of extending the comparison of objects, there are
only a few double-page spreads; a more
sustained and arresting visual juxtaposition was still a few years away.
Malraux’s second edit, Les Voix
du silence (Gallimard, 1951), or The
Voices of Silence (Doubleday, 1953),
gathered together all three volumes of
The Psychology of Art, shape-shifting
into a thicker tome with a smaller page

Reordering the World

size. Though the essay and number of
images are roughly the same, Malraux
seems more visually dexterous, no longer relying on captions and using photographs to make more direct comparisons among objects, co-opting images,
through careful sequencing, to suggest
rather than illustrate. The comparison
of these two versions also shows the
great liberty Malraux took in the way
he used photographic reproductions:
some color plates from the first edition
have been relegated to black and white;
some full views of objects are cropped
to potent detail; and even, in one case,
a negative is reversed in order to better
serve the image’s situation in relation to
its companion object in the page spread.
Le musée imaginaire de la sculpture mondiale, the third incarnation
of Malraux’s concept (1952–54), fully
embraces the potential of photographic

His contribution
to the evolution
of the photobook
as form is present
as both creative
experimentation
and cautionary tale.
images, taking a form we might recognize today as the photobook. It presents
a dazzling, cinematic, 704-page flow of
images: we are no longer reading about
the museum without walls, but simply
immersed in it. As Henri Zerner has
eloquently written of it: “Each plate is
like a still, the striking effect of which
depends on its placement within a sequence. Each sequence, in turn, is forcefully defined and unfolds like a narra-

tive episode. The close-ups, the poignant
glances, the changes in viewpoint, and
all the tricks of layout contribute to the
overall effect.” Like other early encyclopedic visual atlases, most notably Aby
Warburg’s Mnemosyne Atlas (1924–29),
Malraux’s first photobook co-opts not
only sculpture but also images of sculpture to express and animate his ideas.
Photographic manipulation is, of
course, integral to this ambitious reordering of the world, and Malraux became
skilled at using photographic techniques
to relay his desired effect. Many years
later, the photographer Gisèle Freund
recalled her role in photographing some
of these objects for Malraux:
André Malraux had asked me to
photograph a Mexican sculpture
of the goddess of corn for his book
Le musée imaginaire de la sculpture
mondiale. I photographed from
different angles and in changing
light conditions, which made the
same sculpture appear to be several
different sculptures. I did this to
prove to him that his idea concerning
a work of art changing according
to photography was altogether
correct. Malraux chose one of these
reproductions for his book, but his
choice was conditioned by his own
taste and his perception of this
sculpture. The reproduction of an
artwork depends on the perception
not only of the photographer but of
the viewer as well.
Indeed, Malraux relies on skillful
lighting and perspective to generate
desirable images. In most examples,
even those that seem to have been taken in situ at historic sites, the backgrounds are also meticulously removed
or replaced, so that the context, much
like the modern museum’s white cube,
appears neutral. Though the captions

include the where and the when, dimensions and any sense of scale are emphatically denied. Color is also notably
absent, as Malraux has fully embraced
the manipulative qualities of black-andwhite photography, which he openly acknowledged promoted “common style”
at the cost of individuality. As all frames
of reference are meticulously erased, the
form and sequence of the book itself becomes the arbiter of meaning.
What are we to make of Malraux’s
extraordinary, and deeply problematic, project today? His unapologetic
Western-centric perspective and cavalier approach to cultural appropriation
are cause for grave concern. Yet his ability to draw connections among the acts
of collecting-as-pillaging, curating, and
image editing was also unreservedly
lucid and original. His contribution to
the evolution of the photobook as form
is present as both creative experimentation and cautionary tale. In a New York
Times review of Malraux’s only physical exhibition of his Museum without
Walls, held at the Fondation Maeght
Saint-Paul-de-Vence, France, in 1973,
Michael Peppiatt wrote that while his
“project may have been too ambitious
ever to be entirely successful,” nonetheless “the attempt has provided the
chance of seeing a large number of rare
and beautiful works, as well as of testing one’s own reactions against those of
one of the century’s most exciting writers on art.” A failure after all, but one so
original and ambitious, so complicated
and far-reaching, that it belies the desire for success.

Sara Knelman is an educator, curator, and
writer, and director of Corkin Gallery in Toronto.
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This Is How I Read . . .
On Sequence and the PhotoBook
The beauty (and sometimes terror) of encountering a
photobook is that they are fluid—suggestive—in their
intentions; and most of us are not specifically trained how
to “read” or to unpack the language of images, as one is
taught to diagram a sentence or to pick out the leitmotifs
of a novel. In a 1942 essay on the emerging genre of
the photographic book, writer and historian Elizabeth
McCausland identified that “the problem of form for
photographic books involves the concepts of photography
as a second language of communication.” We know
that the images and other elements add up to something,
and most of us manage to intuit our way through the
“second language” of images in a sequence, but somehow,
this is rarely addressed as a mandatory or necessary skill
to include in the general education of a photographer.
László Moholy-Nagy’s adage that “the illiterate of the
future will be the person ignorant of the use of the camera
as well as the pen” is well-known, but the larger context

of the essay in which that sentence first appears, published
in 1936, is not about learning how to make images with the
camera as much as how to create structured meaning from
existing images. A few lines prior, Moholy-Nagy stresses
that within a series of images, “the single picture loses its
separate identity and becomes a structural element of the
related whole which is the thing in itself. In this sequence
of separate but inseparable parts, a photographic series—
photographic comics, pamphlets, books—can either be a
potent weapon or a tender poetry.”
In the following pages, The PhotoBook Review asked a
handful of esteemed curators, artists, bookmakers, etc., to
“read” a classic book (and a few contemporary selections),
and to take the reader through an assessment of how the
image sequence supports the work’s effort to create meaning
from a collection of photographs—how certain threads, the
accumulation of related images, or even the removal of a
single image can shift the impact of the overall volume.

American Photographs

David Campany on Walker Evans
“Photography is editing, editing after the taking. After
knowing what to take you have to do the editing.” Walker Evans’s oft-quoted remark feels more pertinent now
than ever, and not simply for our understanding of his
own remarkable and enigmatic work. Editing is where
meaning is made, and this is an issue for all photography. Evans knew this, and knew he had to take control.
Beyond his short period shooting for the Farm Security Administration, he never joined an agency and never had his pictures syndicated, but instead took every
step possible to master how and in what form they were
made public. His books, magazine work, and exhibitions remain exemplary exercises in editorial autonomy.
Evans was taking photography seriously by 1928.
In 1931 he described August Sander’s book of portraits
of German citizens (Antlitz der Zeit, or Face of Our
Time) as “a photographic editing of society, a clinical
process.” In 1933 he slipped anonymous news pictures
of murdered political dissidents into his lyrical sequence of Havana street photographs, to deliberately
disrupt the flow (published in Carleton Beals’s exposé
The Crime of Cuba). These were not American ideas,
but European. Evans had seen how the Surrealists
could twist the meaning of an image by shifting its context, how avant-garde cinema emphasized the disruptive montage of shots, and how modernist photobooks
from Germany, France, and the Soviet Union put great
emphasis on sequencing.
The first photographer given a solo show at the
Museum of Modern Art in 1938, Evans locked himself

in the night before the opening reception (which he
didn’t attend) to arrange the exhibition’s one hundred
images in careful groupings. Many were glued directly
to the wall to preclude any rearrangement. American
Photographs, published to accompany that show, was
made with equal stubbornness and has become one of
the most influential of all photobooks. It reprinted in
1962, 1975, 1988, 2008, and 2013, and subsequent generations seem to find in it new layers of significance, and
renewed energy to rise to its challenges.
Drawing on Evans’s first decade of pictures, the
book is arranged in two halves, pushing to the limits
photography’s two chief modes of assembly. Part one is
an elliptical and associative sequence, concerning the
self-image and psyche of the American people. From
the very first image, Evans signals just how deeply
photographic imagery had seeped into America’s perception of reality and itself. Part two is more like an album of vernacular American architecture, an indirect
national portrait, where the order is less decisive than
the cumulative effect.
Throughout, the images are presented one to a
spread, with large white borders. Evans shot 35 mm,
6-by-6-cm, and large-format (up to 8-by-10-inch) film,
often framing wide to crop later. On the page each image has a size and ratio different to the next, keeping
the reader on their toes (the effect is extraordinary,
but why do books do this so rarely?). Titles are withheld and placed at the rear of each section, while a
wide-ranging essay by Lincoln Kirstein warns against

misreading. “The photographs are arranged to be seen
in their given sequence,” he advises:
Physically the pictures in this book exist as separate prints. They lack the surface, obvious continuity of the moving picture [cinema], which by
its physical nature compels the observer to perceive
a series of images as parts of a whole. But these photographs, of necessity seen singly, are not conceived as
isolated pictures made by the camera turned indiscriminately here or there. In intention and in effect
they exist as a collection of statements deriving from
and presenting a consistent attitude. Looked at in
sequence they are overwhelming in their exhaustiveness of detail, their poetry of contrast, and, for those
who wish to see it, their moral implication.
No visual book can prescribe exactly how it is approached. Moreover, the design and editing of American Photographs couldn’t be further from the manipulative and numbing magazine photo-stories Evans
detested. Despite the apparent simplicity of the individual images, it is a difficult and demanding book. It lays
down a challenge. But the rewards for engaging with it
are immense. I continue to learn from American Photographs, about the country’s self-understanding and
misunderstanding, about photography, about Walker
Evans, and about how intellectually and aesthetically
ambitious editing can be.

Walker Evans
American Photographs
Museum of Modern Art
New York, 1938
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Jeffrey Fraenkel on Diane Arbus
Is it possible to forget one’s first encounter with Diane
Arbus: An Aperture Monograph? Mine took place in
1975, in a bookshop in London. Three minutes of pageturning and bam, I’m handing over the £7 required to
walk out with a copy. The rest of the afternoon was
spent nailed to a nearby bench, immersed in a deeper,
richer, more miraculous world. The book had cast a lifeline of sorts, tethering me to its alternative family and,
so it felt, to the artist herself.
Nearly five decades later, Diane Arbus has lost
none of its punch. One of the rare photography monographs to remain steadily in print, the book is distinguished by everything it isn’t: chronological, cluttered,
showy, verbose, even capitalized (“diane arbus” is bookended by two periods on the cover). It was published in
1972, just a year after the artist’s death, and the editors
Marvin Israel and Doon Arbus chose to focus solely on
the last nine years of her fifteen-year career. As bookmaking goes, this was an inspired decision. The years
1962 to 1971 were Arbus’s square-format period, and by
adhering to eighty square images (a sharply excised
fragment from a much larger story), the editors crafted
the taut, potent volume that still stands as an essential
introduction to her work. Yet the book’s impeccable edit
and sequence, so integral to its power, have received
surprisingly little attention—perhaps because the editors intentionally call so little attention to themselves.
Always one to a spread, always on the right, the
photographs are impossible to look at quickly (once
you own your own copy, that is). Suspended opposite each image, Arbus’s titles are as straightforward
as entries in a police blotter and unlike anything
you may have imagined (Mexican dwarf in his hotel
room in N.Y.C. 1970; A naked man being a woman,
N.Y.C. 1968; etc.). Pages are unnumbered, chronological order is dispensed with, and no picture is
like the one before or after it. Their sequence might
even seem arbitrary at first, until you realize they’ve
been woven together as deftly as teeth in a zipper.

Diane Arbus
Diane Arbus: An Aperture Monograph
Aperture
New York, 1972

Consider:
• Two men dancing at a drag ball, N.Y.C. 1970
• A husband and wife in the woods at a nudist
camp, N.J. 1963
• A lobby in a building, N.Y.C. 1966
Or:
• Man and a boy on a bench in Central Park,
N.Y.C. 1962
• Woman in her negligee, N.Y.C. 1966
• Tattooed man at a carnival, MD. 1970
Dark to light, interior to exterior, near to far. Radical shifts in form and psychological tenor are sustained throughout. Like the images themselves, the
edit resists dissection or analysis. But, no question—
it works.
Midway through, foreshadowing the ending, a
different sort of picture appears. Masked woman in a
wheelchair, Pa. 1970 is the first we see of the work Arbus made at homes for the developmentally disabled
during the last two years of her life—the photographs
that have come to be known as the “Untitleds.” In 1969,
as the project began to take shape, Arbus wrote her
husband Allan, “it’s the first time I’ve encountered a
subject where the multiplicity is the thing. I mean I am
not just looking for the BEST picture of them. I want to
do lots . . .” Seven of these images, the book’s only sequence of related subjects, provide its unanticipated
finale, and an object lesson in what might be the aim of
all ambitious editors: that their work be invisible.

Man and a boy on a bench in Central Park, N.Y.C. 1962

Jeffrey Fraenkel is the founder of Fraenkel Gallery, located in
San Francisco.

Tattooed man at a carnival, MD. 1970

© Courtesy and copyright The Estate of Diane Arbus

Diane Arbus: An Aperture Monograph

Woman in her negligee, N.Y.C. 1966

The Family of Man
Laurie Taylor

As a photography exhibition, The Family of Man is the
most widely attended in the history of the medium. Initially staged at MoMA in 1955, it then toured the world
for eight years, and is now permanently installed at Clervaux Castle in Luxembourg. As a photography book, The
Family of Man is the best-selling to date, having been
in print since the original publication in 1955, and purportedly selling several million copies across all of its
editions. In the book’s introduction, Edward Steichen,
the show’s curator, claims that the exhibition is “permanently presented” in the book, but this is not strictly
true, as no edition of the book has ever contained all 503
images which featured in the exhibition. One notably
absent image is that of the lynching of an African American man, which not only was left out of all the traveling
versions of the exhibition, but also was removed from
the original show about two weeks after it opened.
The other most glaring omission is that of The Mike
Shot, an image made by the US government in 1952 of
the first full test explosion (code name: Ivy Mike) of a
hydrogen bomb. The image shows a glowing orange fireball, striated by thin bands of dark, horizontal clouds;
it was displayed in the MoMA exhibition as a huge sixby-eight-foot, backlit color transparency (the only color
image on display). Aside from the spectacle created by
its size, color, and dramatic lighting, the image itself
makes a powerful statement. It’s an intrusive force
among the exhibition’s myriad depictions of the life
cycle—love, marriage, birth, work, play, and death. And
this is its purpose. The Mike Shot functions as a grim
omen—visual proof of our ability to destroy everything,
including ourselves.
In the exhibition, displayed immediately opposite Mike is a sequence of nine portraits: three each of
women, men, and children from various cultural backgrounds. The faces stare fixedly at something unknown
in the distance, and it is only upon turning around that
we the viewers find ourselves staring into the same
cloud of destruction that will take us, too. In the book,
where Mike has been replaced with a Bertrand Russell
quote on an otherwise empty black page, the adjacent
faces look only at us and we only at them. Russell’s
quote warns that a “war with hydrogen bombs” will end
in a “slow torture of disease and disintegration,” but
the truth of this statement pales in comparison with
the truth of Mike as visual evidence. A vision of finite
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Edward Steichen, ed.
The Family of Man
Museum of Modern Art and Maco Publishing Co., Inc.
New York, 1955 (deluxe edition)

end has been ousted for mere suggestion. With the terrifying focus of their gaze removed, the sequence of portraits seems little more than a representative sample
set of humankind. Their sombre expressions can perhaps be read as a comment upon the universal nature
of tragedy, but the specificity of the tragedy and the sobering finality that Mike injects into the narrative have
been edited out.
So also has our own guilt. Humankind’s responsibility for nuclear annihilation is foretold in an earlier
image sequence depicting mathematical formulas on
chalkboards, scientists working in radiation labs, and
specific personalities, such as Albert Einstein—whose
theory of relativity led to nuclear experimentation—
and J. Robert Oppenheimer, father of the atomic bomb.
These images are displayed at the tail end of a larger sequence on the theme of education, and they could easily
be absorbed into this broader thematic category, their
foreshadowing overlooked. But this is prevented in the
exhibition by the presence of Mike, which links directly back to these images, functioning as the “finish” to
their “start.” With Mike in place, this sequence of scientific imagery leads somewhere. These experiments and
calculations are shown to have a definitive (and catastrophic) endpoint. In the book, however, where Mike
has been deleted, this sequence has no culmination and

instead blends into the preceding image series of students and classrooms, where it is reduced to a simple
meditation on knowledge and learning. The message
has been neutered; the potential for the eradication of
humankind has been erased, and with it, humankind’s
own culpability.
The Mike Shot is the bleakest image in The Family
of Man, but its significance as an image of mass annihilation is not what’s at stake—it’s the meaning it gives
to other image sequences and, consequently, the entire
narrative. Mike injects a palpable sense of dread and
foreboding into an otherwise innocuous collection of
life-cycle imagery. It cannot be a coincidence, for instance, that many of the show’s most fervent critics,
such as Roland Barthes, who mocked the kitschy sentimentality and naivety, conveniently left Mike out of
their assessments. When included, Mike operates as a
warning shot, simultaneously showing the obliteration
of the great Family of Man but also pointedly assigning
blame. Without Mike, the message becomes: “Cheer up!
It’s not the end of the world . . .”
Laurie Taylor is a writer and editor specializing in photographic
history and theory. She teaches in the History of Art department
at Birkbeck College, University of London.
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Paloma al Aire

Felipe Abreu on Ricardo Cases
Ricardo Cases’s Paloma al Aire (Dewi
Lewis, 2011) presents the almost surreal activity of pigeon racing in the Valencia and Murcia regions of Spain. Male
birds are painted in bright colors and
released to chase after one female; the
winner is the one who manages to spend
the longest amount of time close to his
coveted partner.
As one soon realizes by flipping
through its pages, Paloma al Aire is
centered on the connections formed
between man and pigeon, and how the
animal serves as a projection of its owner in the community. To capture that
feeling, Cases created juxtapositions
that—either formally or narratively—
approximate the relationship between
the two. One remarkable duo of photographs presents an especially hairy ear
and a pigeon attentively looking at it.
The author goes beyond simply putting
the images side-by-side, however; formal
associations are produced throughout
the book. A man with his binoculars is
immediately followed by two images of
a pigeon in its owner’s hand. Later on,
someone with a bright red sweater enters a gigantic bush, while, on the next
page, the pigeons seem to be calmly
waiting for him at the other end of it.
To be able to explore this type of
visual association freely, Cases planned

out his narrative as classic photo reportage: the region is presented, then the
main players, lost and found pigeons,
until we reach a conclusion—a trophy
and a night’s rest for the animal competitors, who wait for the next time they will
be summoned to fly. With such a structure, the author makes sure the viewer
is able to understand the main points
of this unusual activity and, therefore,
is free to deconstruct its order and the
elements in between.
The central part of the sequence
introduces the symbiotic connection between the men and pigeons practicing
this sport. All sorts of misadventures,
both animal and human, are represented, along with their clumsy solutions.
The middle-aged characters in the book
have in their pigeons a chance to achieve
glory and respect in their community,
and there’s no thorny tree, wall, or apartment building that will get in the way.
The sequencing in Paloma al Aire
has a charming detail that resonates
with every new edition (the book is
now on its third, published by Dalpine
in 2017): an image of a group of pigeons
flying close to two old gentlemen is updated with every print run. This creates
a small visual arrangement that helps
identify every new edition, and guarantees the viewer will realize that time

Ricardo Cases
Paloma al Aire
Dalpine
Madrid, 2017

passes by as clearly as the pigeons soaring in the sky.
The book’s materiality is precise
throughout. Small and spiral-bound
with cardboard covers, it is the perfect
format for showcasing Cases’s bright
and colorful images. The gash created
by every double-page spread allowed
him to play with central elements and
produced another fun aspect to this
narrative: men, birds, and land can be
chopped in two, adding to the humorous
atmosphere in the tale.

These unorthodox and well-honed
elements are the soul of the book. The
unique crafting and sequencing of Paloma al Aire manage to subvert a classic
visual organization to the author’s will.
This amusing, strange, and particular image arrangement brings forth all
the narrative capabilities of contemporary photobooks.
Felipe Abreu is a Brazilian photographer and
editor currently based in Barcelona.

You Are Masters of the Fish and Birds and All the Animals
Claudia Rankine on Shane Rocheleau
Shane Rocheleau’s first monograph, You
Are Masters of the Fish and Birds and
All the Animals (Gnomic Book, 2018),
critiques white American masculinity.
Rocheleau states, “I’m fighting against it.
And I am in it.” His meticulous and readable choices—from paper stock recalling
family bibles with their gilded edges to
empty white pages, positing whiteness
as the default image—immediately inform the viewer that the book is framed
by the biblical quote from Genesis that
doubles as its title. Rocheleau thus marries white masculinity with religion,
and uses the Genesis quote as an origin
narrative to clarify the inspiration behind generations of toxic violence. He,
through his camera’s lens, focuses in
on an implied misogyny and racism, a
problematic aspect to white masculinity’s governance and expression. This expression presumably embodies what the
photographer is fighting against and is
also a part of. These images don’t depict
moments of violence but instead hold a
weighty exhaustion, sadness, or regret.
The biblical frame for the series of
images ushers in a history that has created the defining belief that white men
are the masters of all life. All manner of
behavior has been enacted in the name
of God, or at least has been supported by
his word: Genesis 1:26. Of note is the fact
that Rocheleau’s image of Genesis 1:26–
28, unlike many versions of the passage,
places the article “a” before the noun
“man.” What is usually read as “mankind” points to a man—an Adam figure,
ultimately responsible for his attempt
to master life: “Then God said, ‘Let us
make a man . . . to be master of all life
upon the earth and in the skies and in
the seas.’”
The series opens by implicating the
photographer and his father in whatever
history, violence, or vulnerability that
accumulates for the viewer. Self-Portrait
and My Dad are pressurized and weathered by surrounding images of burnt or
otherwise distressed walls and fallen
trees blocking passage forward: whatever reigns for the son also reigned for

the father. The white male portraits
throughout depict men who are aging
and contemplative. As if they are descendants of the photograph of Patrick
Henry’s bronze statue, entitled Give Me
Liberty, or Give Me Death, these men,
with a few exceptions, are looking away
from the camera. They read as wary,
melancholy, and perhaps even defeated
by the years, the land, modernity with
all its wires and wars. An army tag
and cross hang around the neck and sit
on the belly of an aged vet wearing a
shiny watch. He remains invested in
knowing what time it is, invested in being in time. The question becomes, in
time with what?
White women appear at least twice
in the monograph. One of the women
has her back to the viewer as she sits in
an interior space. The second woman
stands naked. Their vulnerability and
domesticity are palpable in relation to
the portraits of both the men and the
land. In dialogue with them, and in contrast to the image of Patrick Henry, is
an image of a beheaded female statue.
Portraits of people of color appear in the
second half of the book; in one image a
black man looks at the camera over the
shoulder of a white man; both men are
security guards. The title tells us so. In
another image, the final in the monograph, a person who appears to be black
sits behind a rain-stained car window,
looking down.
For me, it is difficult to know how
to integrate the images of black people in the overall project. In the first
image before Patrick Henry’s statue, a
black figure is barely present, emerging out of the blackness. Reflected dots
of light make the figure’s eyes the focal
point; the mouth is a mere suggestion.
There is a bogeyman quality harkening
back to the Jim Crow–era depictions of
blackness, suggesting the image is a perception of white projection onto blackness. Is this an imagined blackness?
An imagined danger? An actual person
stands in the darkness but the blackness
takes them over. Patrick Henry’s image
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Shane Rocheleau
You Are Masters of the Fish and
Birds and All the Animals
Gnomic Book
Brooklyn, 2018

follows the glimpsed image and takes
us into Virginia—its long revolutionary
and slave history. The juxtapositioning
of Henry between the barely perceptible
black face and the black page is a performance of something in its sequencing.
Does there exist a call for liberty in both
images? A silence and quiet saturates all
Rocheleau’s images, but I feel in this moment I am given entry without access.
In the monograph’s final pages, Rocheleau again constructs through proximity a difficult conversation between
two images. In the first, white workers
look at something in the dug-up earth.
Their yellow safety vests have printed
on them “TARGET ZERO.” Target Zero,
meaning “zero injuries” on the job. This

image is followed by and pushes against
Site of the Death of Edward Jones.
Did the dug-up earth bring Rocheleau
to the red, body-like stain on the sidewalk, bleeding into the street? Was
Jones murdered? Is he a victim of neighborhood violence? Was he a black man
killed by another black man, as a news
story from Petersburg, Virginia, suggests? The sequencing appears to imprint the death into the landscape, although the precise culpability remains
amorphous, unclear.
Claudia Rankine is a poet, essayist, playwright, MacArthur fellow, and a member of the
curatorial team for the Racial Imaginary Institute. theracialimaginary.org
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Nippon

Ryuichi Kaneko on Shomei Tomatsu
Shomei Tomatsu’s photobook Nippon
(Shaken, 1967) is composed of two sections: “Structure of Japan” and “Occupation.” The former accounts for
two-thirds of the book and consists
of multiple subsections; the sequence
of the various blocks of photographs
spells out a particular line of inquiry,
addressing epic and troubling concerns
for a nation emerging from war, and considering what—in the midst of so much
change and upheaval—is the unchanging
essence of Japan. The first block is titled
“Fukidamari” (Windswept formations),
and the very first image not only is very
symbolic, but also establishes the basis
for all that will appear thereafter. Taken in 1959, it is of a rice paddy flooded
by a typhoon with the sun reflecting
serenely on the water’s surface. I read
this image as a symbol of the spiritual
structure of the Japanese, rooted in
the soil of the land, even as our traditions grow and change against the backdrop of rapid economic growth. In this
sequence, Tomatsu shows us images of
tatami mats submerged in water, making a direct reference to the traditional
Japanese home and predicting its loss in
the face of dramatic economic change.
The first section is followed by
“Osorezan,” representing a native Japanese religious world. Tomatsu photographed an itako (a woman in practice
to become a spiritual medium) as well as
those making a pilgrimage, traveling in
a mountainous landscape that does not
seem to be of this world. These photos
seem to show the spirit of the Japanese,
and symbolize its roots and heart. In
sharp contrast to this spiritual introspection, the next sequence is “Asphalt.”

Even though Tomatsu often referred to
these photographs as the “skin” of the
city, the pieces of metal embedded in
the asphalt look like stardust glittering
in the dark expanse of the universe.
“Ghost Town” follows. Shot in the 1960s,
the images of a munitions factory fallen
into ruin after the war are Tomatsu’s
symbolic way of showing the effects of
World War II, and foreshadow the book’s
second part, “Occupation.” The following section is “Chindon,” which evokes
an image of squalor and dissipation
in Japan, and the last sequence of the
book is called “Ie” (Home). In Tomatsu’s
photography, “home” is not only a consideration of the photographer’s own
personal estate, but also an issue of the
country as a whole, in the Meiji period
and thereafter.
The book’s second, smaller part,
“Occupation,” includes images of a US
military base in Japan. Tomatsu photographed the towns around the base, US
soldiers, sex workers, groups of men, and
bars and streets that served as meeting
places. Nonetheless, Tomatsu said that
he was not interested in the base itself;
he was interested in the Americanization that characterized Japan after the
war and that seemed to be overflowing
from the base itself.
The style in which the artist pairs
and lays out his images is patently
Tomatsu. Across one spread, for example, he paired an image of the riot police
with the American embassy, thereby
evoking some sort of protest narrative.
This move was typical of Tomatsu’s editing and sequencing. He also chose to
close the book in a very dramatic and
provocative manner. As with his choice

Shomei Tomatsu
Nippon
Shaken
Tokyo, 1967

of the book’s first image, this too is a
symbolic choice: the book’s final image
is a painted nude with the text “PUT ON
your GIRL’S FACE.” Rather than portraying the base as a political or social
problem, Tomatsu parses the presence
of the base as a matter between individuals—a private matter.
About Nippon, Tomatsu said, “The
pictures recorded here are memories
of Japan seen through the camera over
a twelve-year period, 1955 to 1967.”
It’s important to note that he used the
word memory, and not record. He witnessed his country’s defeat in war as
a fifteen-year-old boy. When this book
was published in 1967, twenty-two

years after the war’s end, Tomatsu presented the totality of this experience
not as a relic of the past, but as something continuing to reverberate in the
present. This is how I read Nippon.
Translated from Japanese by Ivan Vartanian

Ryuichi Kaneko is one of the world’s foremost authorities on Japanese photobooks. He
is the coauthor of Japanese Photobooks of the
1960s and ’70s (Aperture, 2009). He is also a
coauthor of the forthcoming book The History
of Japanese Photo Magazines: 1880s to 1980s,
as well as the editor of the anthology Shomei
Tomatsu: Writings (both Goliga, 2019).

she dances on Jackson

Joanna Cresswell on Vanessa Winship
Vanessa Winship’s she dances on Jackson (MACK, 2018) opens with a blackand-white image of a pond, taken just
after something has broken the stillness
of its surface and sent gentle ripples curling across the water. Rows of tree-lined
fields and an overcast sky stretch out
in the distance behind it. This image
sets the quiet, melancholic tone for the
odyssey to come, and in the sequence
that follows—large-format black-andwhite photographs, always the same
size, never more than one per page—that
same feeling unfurls, accumulating tension slowly, like a snake unwinding itself.
Winship took the photographs in
she dances on Jackson across eighteen
states in the US between autumn 2011
and winter 2012. Setting out to unravel
the myth of the American dream, she hit
the road in search of empathetic smalltown encounters, probing ideas of race
and class in the process. Photographing
landscapes and staging arresting portraits of the people she met, Winship
pursued the truth of the contemporary
American condition through the act of
taking pictures, and the project became

a visual, sociological investigation from
a deeply personal perspective.
America is made of vast open spaces, and has so many states that where a
person is from is often crucial to their
identity. No places are named in she
dances on Jackson, and thus we only
really learn about them through the
cast of characters Winship pulls from
their quotidian environments, accruing a cumulative idea of the landscape
(physically, socially, politically) as the
book wears on. Mining this inextricable
relationship between places and their
inhabitants, Winship maps out the territory she traveled via subjective experience. Each place she visited became
the people she met, all their tangled
humanity, and the way she felt there.
She visualizes this by editing the photographs into a constellation of smaller
stories within a larger journey, little sets
of pictures punctuated by blank pages
between them.
The images in she dances on Jackson talk to each other in subtle ways,
mirroring the forms and symbols of
each other in waves of visual conversa-

tion that ebb and flow, back and forth,
throughout the book. In an early image,
birds fill the sky, swarming around the
bones of a leafless tree. In the following picture, of another tree in a similar
composition, those birds are replaced
by fruit. Elsewhere, sand dunes become
the dramatic curves of two cowboys’
hats, and a washing line hung in a front
yard traces the same lines as a tangle of
caution tape looped among trees. Later,
masses of strings of pearls hang among
foliage like bunches of grapes, echoed
subsequently in the decorative pearl
necklace of a young girl. It’s funny how
life moves in these associative circles,
isn’t it? Everything reminding us of
something else.
Though an impression of alienation
or solitude seems to greet us initially, a
communal desire to hold on to one another swells through the pages with increasing urgency, in scenes of intimacy
that feel like important markers in the
sequence. In one photograph, a young
couple embrace as they stare directly
into the lens with deadpan neutrality,
her hand on his chest; in another a young

boy tenderly holds his father’s ear, each
of them dressed in their Sunday best.
A series of three city pictures makes
up the book’s final vignette. Sparsely
populated, cold, and charged with all
the muted malaise of returning to familiar terrain, they feel purposefully jarring after the journey we’ve just taken
with Winship. There’s a sense that we’ve
snapped suddenly out of reverie—as if
Winship doesn’t want this to feel like
any sort of neatly packaged conclusion.
she dances on Jackson ends with an
anecdote written by Winship of how the
book got its title. It details a transitory
encounter she had with a little girl dancing to a band through a station in Chicago. Ultimately, the girl acknowledged
Winship and smiled. The photographer
never took a picture of this moment—
it’s her own photograph-not-taken—but
it stayed with her, and it might just be
the most powerful image she could have
chosen to close the book.
Joanna Cresswell is an arts writer and editor
specializing in photography and culture. She is
based in London.

Vanessa Winship
she dances on Jackson
MACK
London, 2018
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Picture Relationships
and the Structure of
the Visual Book
A conversation with Keith Smith

Keith Smith is a quintessential book maker—an artist fixated
with the possibilities of the book form. In the course of
creating over three hundred books, beginning with his first
book of photo-etchings in 1967, he has explored the endless
variations by which visual images and texts can be gathered
together. He has worked with the classic Western codex,
sometimes amended to include translucent pages, tipped-in
images, and other customizations; made interventions in
existing books (Book Number 15, 1970); and created wildly
imaginative books-as-performance (and as-meal—Book
Number 67, Bachelor’s Cook Book, 1977, a “conceptual book”
featuring a recipe for making and freezing a seven-course
meal in pouches stapled together). The majority of his works
fall into the books-as-sculpture category, playing with unique
structures and bindings, including triangular books, books
as screens, books as fans, books with elaborate die-cut pages,
and several featuring pages turned via elaborate systems of
strings laced through holes punched into the pages (Book
Number 91, 1982), among other experimentations. While a
number of his books contain no images or texts at all, relying
exclusively on the physical structure of the book as both
form and content, photography anchors many of his projects,
including taped-in gelatin-silver images and contact sheets
as well as early experiments in Xerox, halftone screens, and
other reproduction processes. The images frequently depict
his friends and their families, his house-turned-studio, and
his partner and frequent collaborator, Scott McCarney. Often,
the photographs are used in combination with texts, sketches,
watercolors, and other collaged elements to commemorate his
community and relationships in book form.
Lesley A. Martin: I’d like to start with
a basic question about Structure of
the Visual Book (Book Number 95).
The book is dedicated to Nathan Lyons and one of the chapters is an homage to him; throughout the book there
are references to other photographers, like Ken Josephson and Minor
White, who were also seriously thinking through the idea of sequencing
and multiple picture formats. Which
other photographers or writers who
were focused on the language of images and editing photographs for meaning were important to you when you
wrote this volume?
Keith Smith: The people you mentioned
were no inspiration to me in my ideas
for sequencing. Music, especially sonatas, symphonies, and Richard Wagner’s
leitmotifs, were my only influences, not
photographers. There was one poet:
Marianne Moore. I write about her in
my book Text in the Book Format [Sigma Foundation, 1989]. Marianne Moore
devised enjambment of line: breaking a
thought or sentence, and completing it
on the following line. In this manner, Ms.
Moore pulls the reader from line to line
through the poem.
By 1974 I had made fifty-three books
using my ideas of how to take the viewer from one page to the next. I never
saw any other artist or photographer’s
books. I worked out my own ideas of
what is a book, based on structure in

music. I mention 1974, because that is
the year I first saw a sequence by Nathan
Lyons, when he published Notations in
Passing [MIT Press]. I was elated. Here
was the only book, outside of my own, I
felt, that utilizes sequence to construct
order. They create a series. Nathan and I
try to “pull the reader” through the pages of our books, but not in the manner of
a flip-book! It is not a straight-line progression that Nathan or I create. We go
back and forth in time/action, and proceed by cause and effect, not by linkage
forward. Cause and effect is sequential;
linkage is serial.
I studied Notations in Passing (as I
still do) to see what all elements Nathan
utilized to take the reader from one picture to another, and not necessarily an
adjacent image. He would take the viewer to a picture eight or ten pages ahead,
or previously seen. . . . As Nathan often
said, one must define one’s terms. Two
cannot converse without common definitions. When someone says, “I am going
to sequence these pictures,” what do
they mean? An order could be a group,
a series, or a sequence. To a cinematographer, the term sequence is a series of
pictures, not an order by which Nathan
defines his sequence.
Most books set up an arithmetical
order, from A to B to C to D. To Nathan
and me, this is a series. Some people order a book by selecting thirty various
prints of the same subject matter. That
order is A to A to A to A. In effect, there
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In addition to Smith’s ongoing output of book objects,
few artists have written as obsessively about the mechanics
and metaphysics of how books work, including five volumes
on nonadhesive binding methods (beginning with volume
I in 1989 and ending with volume V in 2003), one volume
on Text in the Book Format (Book Number 120, 1989), and
the ne plus ultra of artist book geekery, Structure of the
Visual Book (Book Number 95, 1984). In the fourth edition
of this extensive, 432-page volume, Smith dissects and
defines the many factors that influence the way an image
performs within a book. The writing is at times belabored,
but the dedicated reader is rewarded with rich veins of
lyrical, compelling insights on the alchemy of making books.
Sections include “The Book as Physical Object,” “The Process
of Turning Pages,” “Picture Relationships,” “Movement,”
“Time in Books,” and “Evolving a Series or Sequence,” to
name just a few. This is a book for anyone interested in a deep
dive into the syntax and structural elements that contribute
to a book’s “visual flow,” a term Smith borrows from his
late mentor Nathan Lyons, photographer, educator, and
founder of the Visual Studies Workshop. (Lyons, of course,
was another great elaborator on the gestalt of images in a
sequence, as activated via the printed page.)
The brief exchange below peels back the outermost
layer of analysis Smith offers in the book, touching on the
nuances of a sequence of images versus a group or series
of images; the importance of pacing in directing a reader/
viewer’s experience; and other finer points of shaping a loose
set of pictures into an engaging visual book experience.
is no order. You could shuffle them up.
They are held together only by a common theme (and the binding of the book).
A bunch of pictures with the same subject matter is a group. Not a series, not
a sequence. It is the simplest form of
order. It might be all pictures of fast
food restaurants.
Now, if you show thirty pictures
of fast food restaurants, and you show
them in the order of starting at First
Avenue, then restaurants on Second
Avenue, then Third Avenue, the group
of pictures of restaurants is now also a
series, since it now has an order: A to B
to C to D. So, it is a group and a series.
But a sequence can start in the middle of an action, eventually showing the
complete action, much as an Ingmar
Bergman film. One can start a sequence
in the middle of the action/event, then
change to a different subject matter.
That interlude might move along as a series or a group, then return to the original (sequential) action. Then it might
go back to the second subject matter or
event, with a single picture/page, which
might be a variation on the second picture in the book. Studying each picture
for motif, one receives hints of relationships to recognize the composition of
this complicated structure, much as a
symphony or fugue has layers of specific
order built in. Richard Wagner was the
master of musical motif: a few notes to
symbolize a character, a place, or an
event. Nathan is the master of visual mo-

tif. There is no guesswork, no arbitrary
adding or subtracting of pages, but an
exquisite creation of order.
LAM: The section called “Picture
Relationships” begins with the statement: “There are no single pictures.
. . . A picture does not exist in isolation. Every picture is a compound, or
an implied compound picture.” You
go on to explain not just the way that
images, in sequence to one another,
are the building blocks that create
meaning, but also how important it is
to consider all the elements. How the
materials used in a book can affect
how an image is read and the different ways that texts can contextualize
an image, in addition to how images
interact with one another across the
book as a whole. Do you consider the
book itself to be, in essence, a “compound picture”? Can any one of these
elements function without the other?
Are any to be considered more critical than any others to making a book
of photographs?
KS: Yes. Pictures in a book are like words
in a dictionary. It is not in the amount of
words one uses, but in the choice of the
words you choose, and more importantly, not only the order in which you place
them, but the total that is revealed by
that order. Take any poem or sentence
you love. Now shuffle up the words. It
is garbled. All the words are there! But
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the meaning, or a lot of the meaning, is
lost. It is order that is the most important element of a sentence, not the words
in that sentence. The same is true in a
book. The book is more than the sum of
its parts. . . . Each individual picture has
power, but each must be submissive to
the total experience, which is the book.
The book has to come first, and sometimes choice images must be discarded
in order to create a better totality. Pictures are not that important in a picture
book! They are just one element.
Pacing is just as important! If you
play a common tune on the piano, such
as “Happy Birthday to You,” and give
equal volume, identical pacing, same
inflection to each note, the tune is incomprehensible. Pacing, volume, pitch,
emphasis, feeling, all go together (along
with the melody) to create the tune. The
individual notes are not that important!
The same is true in a book. Pacing,
mood, pauses, building to climaxes are
just as critical as the meaning within each
individual picture. The gaps between
the pictures must be composed, and
many things are left unsaid, composed in
the gaps by the reader’s imagination.

LAM: What is it that really activates
a “sequence” of images? How can you
tell when you see a really good sequence of images versus something
that falls flat?

There is no
guesswork, no
arbitrary adding
or subtracting
of pages, but an
exquisite creation
of order.
KS: Study a poem by a fine poet. If you
study it, reread it over years, you will
all of a sudden see things you never saw
before. They have always been there,
but you did not see! You did not hear!
And what a joy when you do find something new. That is one of the beauties
of a poem over prose. The poet invites

1.

the reader back, because one cannot
possibly get everything in one reading.
Yet, I have had few people over the years
look at one of my books for more than a
single viewing. Someone who looks at
a sequence, as opposed to a series or a
group, could not possibly know what all
is said from a single viewing. I go over
Nathan’s books time and time again,
and find things. It is a joy. Certainly
the same is true for a composer’s music.
Even the renditions by a great singer. In
one of my books, I speak about structure
in the singing of Frank Sinatra:
Sinatra is known for his phrasing,
more than any modern singer. I have
listened to Sinatra for years. Then I
heard something I never picked up on
before. In “Only the Lonely,” the lyrics
are, “The songs I know, only the lonely
know. Each melody recalls a love that
used to be.” Sinatra sings it as a dirge.
And, he pauses ever so briefly after the
second syllable of the word “melody,”
introducing a word within a word:
Mellow is not in the lyrics, but in the
phrasing. . . . The book artist can do
this in a book, not only within text, but

by manipulating pictures in a book.
(Nathan speaks through phrasing/
pacing, as well as within his pictures.)
“Try creating duality for yourself.” I
often would tell students, “copy musicians, not visual artists, it is less obvious.”

1. Keith Smith
Book Number 72
Keith Smith Books
Rochester, New York, 1978
2. Keith Smith
Book Number 95, Structure of the
Visual Book
Keith Smith Books
Rochester, New York, 2003

2.

FIRST
BOOK
AWARD
2019

SUBMISSIONS OPEN
12 NOVEMBER – 21 JANUARY
Guidelines at firstbookaward.com
© Joanna Piotrowska, Winner 2014

PBR-Ad.indd 1

Picture Relationships

MACK
16/10/2018 17:20
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What does editing look like?

9.

This is the question that David Campany put to the hive-brain of Instagram,
and in response, a spate of images were sent or culled that more or less answer
the question: it’s lots and lots of little squares and rectangles in rows, all trying
to add up to something. Most editors feel it’s critical to see everything laid out,
preferably in a miniature-enough size that one can start to gauge the patterns as
they emerge from a macro perspective. To be sure, the printouts will shrink and
grow in turns as the work evolves. And at later stages, everything will need to be
seen at full-book scale, will need to be assessed taped together in dummy form,
and evaluated as one turns the pages from start to finish. On our way there, it
seems that the dance has been the same since the very early days of photography
on the printed page. It’s only now, thanks to the almighty screen, that we might
rather need to assess how things look as they slide by—pushed by our thumbs
into the past. In the meantime . . . start with stacks and stacks of tiny printouts.
Allow yourself to be submerged in them, for your dogs (or cats) to sniff at them . . .
Stare at them, shuffle them around, and start all over again.

Featuring:
1. Stefan Lorant (1938)
2. Frederick Langenheim (ca. 1849–51)
3. Boris Mikhailov
4. Robert Frank (n.d.)
5. Taysir Batniji
6. Susan Bright
7. Edward Steichen (n.d.)
8. Minor White (1972)
9. LaToya Ruby Frazier
10. Peter Finnemore
11. George Miles
12. Lewis Chaplin/Loose Joints
13. Mirjam Wirz
14. Deana Lawson
15. Jim Goldberg
16. Zanele Muholi
17. Justine Kurland
18. Dayanita Singh
19. John Lehr
20. Sian Bonnell
21. Simon Roberts
22. Vincent Delbrouck

5.
23. Alex Majoli and Christopher Anderson
24. The Birthday Club (Marion
Belanger, Mary Berridge, Ann Burke
Daly, Laura Letinsky, Tanya Marcuse,
and Jennette Williams)
25. Mitch Epstein
26. Boris Mikhailov
27. Photobook production class,
Hampshire College, Amherst, MA
28. Josef Koudelka
29. Vincent Delbrouck and Philippe Koeune
30. Henrik Malmström
31. Stephen Shore
32. Felix Davey
33. Mandy Lee Jandrell
34. Andy Sewell
35. Roe Ethridge
36. Alec Soth
37. Roger May
38. Carmen Winant
39. Richard Renaldi

10.

14.

11.

15.

12.

6.

Courtesy the individuals listed above unless otherwise noted here: 1. Photograph by Kurt Hutton/
Getty Images; 2. Daguerreotype by William and Frederick Langenheim, Courtesy Gilman Collection,
Gift of the Howard Gilman Foundation, 2005; 3. Photograph by Marion Belanger, Courtesy Tanya
Marcuse; 4. Photograph © Sid Kaplan, Courtesy Assemblage Films; 6, 17. Photographs by Denise
Wolff; 7. Photograph by Homer Page © The Estate of Edward Steichen/Artist Rights Society (ARS),
New York; 8. Photograph by George Peet; 9, 16, 28, 31. Photographs by Lesley A. Martin; 14, 37.
Photographs by Brendan Embser; 23. Courtesy Christopher Anderson; 24, 26. Courtesy Aron Mörel;
27. Photograph by Claudio Nolasco.

13.
16.
7.

1.

17.

8.
2.

3.

18.

4.
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19.

25.

34.

20.

35.

21.

26.

31.
36.

27.

32.
37.
28.

22.

33.

29.

38.

23.

30.

39.

24.
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The 2018 Paris
Photo–Aperture
Foundation
PhotoBook Awards
Shortlist
Thank you to everyone who submitted
to the 2018 Paris Photo–Aperture
Foundation PhotoBook Awards!

983

books received:

This year’s shortlist jury met to
deliberate on September 19–21, 2018.

First PhotoBook: 499

The jury comprised: Lucy Gallun
(associate curator in the Department
of Photography, Museum of Modern Art,
New York), Kristen Lubben (executive
director, Magnum Foundation, New
York), Lesley A. Martin (creative
director, Aperture Foundation, and
publisher of The PhotoBook Review),
Yasufumi Nakamori (newly appointed
senior curator of international art
[photography], Tate Modern, London),
and Christoph Wiesner (artistic
director, Paris Photo).

Photography Catalogue
of the Year: 87

The final jury meets in Paris on
November 8, 2018, and includes Hervé
Digne (president of Manifesto and the
Odeon Circle), Martha Kirszenbaum
(curator), Kevin Moore (curator),
Azu Nwagbogu (director of African
Artists’ Foundation and LagosPhoto
Festival, Nigeria), and Batia Suter
(artist, shortlisted for PhotoBook of
the Year 2017).

United States: 272
Germany: 57
United Kingdom: 51
France: 40

The winner in each of the three
categories (First PhotoBook, PhotoBook
of the Year, Photography Catalogue of
the Year) will be announced on Friday,
November 9, 2018, 1:00 p.m. CET, at the
Grand Palais during Paris Photo.
The exhibition of shortlisted books
will appear at the Grand Palais,
November 8–11, 2018, and will travel
thereafter, including to Aperture Gallery,
New York, December 8, 2018–February
2, 2019; CONTACT Photography Festival,
Toronto, May 1–31, 2019; and others to be
announced.

499
87
397

PhotoBook of the Year: 397

60

countries represented

Countries with largest total numbers of submissions:

Countries represented by a single entry:
Bangladesh

Indonesia

Let’s break the silence by Joya Korem
(Yukta, 2017) / First PhotoBook

Coming Home by Tandia B. Permadi
(Unobtainium Books, 2017) / First PhotoBook

Belarus

Lebanon

Please, just be near. by Aliaksandra Varanovich
(Self-published, 2017) / First PhotoBook

The Distance Is Always Other by Chris Coekin and Noel Nasr
(Dongola Limited Editions, 2018) / PhotoBook of the Year

Croatia

Malaysia

L.p, by Marko Ercegović (Suvremena Hrvatska
Fotografija, 2017) / PhotoBook of the Year

Aspiring New Zealand by Jeffry Lim
(Jeffry Lim Imaging, 2017) / First PhotoBook

Guatemala

Trinidad and Tobago

Piedra-Padre, Universo* by Clara de Tezanos
(Self-published, 2018) / First PhotoBook

In a World of Their Own by Maria Nunes
(Robert & Christopher Publishers, 2018) / First PhotoBook

Iceland

Supernatural by Johann Gudbjargarson
(Gugguson, 2018) / First PhotoBook

Book descriptions compiled, in part, by Annika Klein,
Samantha Marlow, Madison Reid, and Emily Stewart
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*Shorlisted see page 22

Photographs of books by
Madison Reid and Kaija Xiao
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Photography Catalogue of the Year

Lieko Shiga
Blind Date Exhibition
T&M Projects, Tokyo, 2018 • Designed by Daishiro Mori •
tandmprojects.com
In 2017, Lieko Shiga published Blind Date, a largeformat book featuring a series of black-and-white closeups of couples riding together on motorbikes. In each
image, a woman is riding behind a man; most often,
the women are nestled up against the drivers’ backs,
some with eyes closed, others looking directly into Shiga’s lens, locking eyes with the viewer. The work was
subsequently shown at Marugame Genichiro-Inokuma
Museum of Contemporary Art in Japan, and rather
than recapitulate the recent publication, this catalogue
functions as a document of the installation, the talks,
and a workshop that took place during the show. The
results are presented in three individual pamphlet-like
books, bound together by an elastic band. “This little
bundle of informal booklets offers a nice break from
the usual formality of the catalogue genre,” comments
Lesley Martin. “The installation and documentation
shots were taken by the artist herself, so we’re able
to experience the events from the artist’s perspective
for a change.”

The Shortlist Jury

Thyago Nogueira, ed., with Jonathas de Andrade,
Sofia Borges, Garapa, Mídia Ninja, Letícia Ramos,
and Bárbara Wagner
Corpo a corpo: a disputa das imagens, da fotografia à
transmissão ao vivo / Body Against Body: The Battle of
Images, from Photography to Live Streaming
Instituto Moreira Salles, São Paulo, 2017 • Designed by Elaine
Ramos and Livia Takemura • ims.com.br
Corpo a corpo (Body Against Body) is a group exhibition catalogue featuring commissioned works by four
Brazilian artists and two collectives originally presented at Instituto Moreira Salles, São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro. The work explores how contemporary photography, film, video, and live broadcast media can be used
as an instrument for social representation and political action. “The artists not only acknowledge the qualities of an individual, physical body when creating this
work, but also ruminate on the collective body of the
country and the government,” observes Lucy Gallun.
“The clear, plastic dust jacket is appropriate, rather
than superfluous, and functions as a tactile ‘skin’ with
which we interact.” The book’s signatures are bound in
six different orders, effectively resulting in six different
books, each with its own cover, representing the collective work. Even for those of us who weren’t able to experience the exhibition in person in Brazil, the plurality
of the book’s structure and themes gives the reader a
strong feeling of the fluidity of the work, including how
the imagery circulates outside of an institution’s walls.

Ursula Schulz-Dornburg
The Land in Between
MACK, London, and Städel Museum, Frankfurt am Main,
2018 • Designed by Bruno Bakalovic, Johanna Mendau,
and PLEXGROUP • mackbooks.co.uk
This book was produced on the occasion of the exhibition Ursula Schulz-Dornburg: The Land In-Between—
Photographs from 1980 to 2012 at the Städel Museum,
Frankfurt. Since the early 1980s, Düsseldorf-based
Schulz-Dornburg has considered the shifting political
ramifications of border zones and nation-states in transition, photographing bus stops in Armenia, railways
in Saudi Arabia, and the marshlands of Iraq. She has
also documented some of the world’s most ancient architectural ruins, dating back to the Byzantine and Ottoman Empires, including the besieged Palmyra in Syria, among other historical sites. The Land in Between
presents thirteen of Schulz-Dornburg’s bodies of work
alongside interviews that illuminate more than three
decades of her practice. For Yasufumi Nakamori, “Every single aspect of this publication is well-thought-out,
from the gray paper separating each series to the subtle
midtones of the photographs. The layering of her interviews per each body of work with the images also gives
the book primary information. This is an elegant and
important catalogue by an artist whose work has not
been widely enough known.”

Lucy Gallun is associate curator in the Department of Photography at the Museum of Modern
Art. Her most recent exhibitions include Being:
New Photography 2018 at MoMA and Projects
108: Gauri Gill, exhibited at MoMA PS1. She has
also curated and cocurated various shows at
MoMA, including Unfinished Conversations:
New Work from the Collection (2017) and Ocean
of Images: New Photography 2015.
Kristen Lubben is the executive director of the
Magnum Foundation, a New York–based nonprofit organization that expands creativity and
diversity in documentary photography. Prior to
joining the Magnum Foundation in 2016, she was
a curator at the International Center of Photography for seventeen years. She is also the author
and editor of numerous publications, including
Magnum Contact Sheets (2011).
Lesley A. Martin is the creative director of Aperture Foundation and publisher of The PhotoBook
Review. In 2012, she cofounded the Paris Photo–
Aperture Foundation PhotoBook Awards.
Yasufumi Nakamori, PhD, is the newly appointed
senior curator of international art (photography) at Tate Modern, London. He was the former
curator and head of the department of photography and new media at the Minneapolis Institute
of Art (Mia) and former associate curator at the
Museum of Fine Arts, Houston. His exhibitions
include For a New World to Come: Experiments
in Japanese Art and Photography, 1968–1979
(2015) and solo exhibitions with Leslie Hewitt,
Omer Fast, and Naoya Hatakeyama, for which
he also coedited the accompanying catalogue, Excavating the Future City (Aperture/Minneapolis
Institute of Art, 2018).
Christoph Wiesner is the artistic director of
Paris Photo.

Catalogue of the Year Shortlist

Sarah Greenough and Sarah Kennel
Sally Mann: A Thousand Crossings
National Gallery of Art, Washington, DC, in association
with Abrams, New York, 2018 • Designed by Margaret
Bauer • nga.gov • abramsbooks.com
The National Gallery of Art published Sally Mann:
A Thousand Crossings to accompany the landmark
exhibition of the same name. This widely acclaimed
retrospective reconsiders Mann’s life’s work, which is
too often reduced to the controversy surrounding her
family photographs, focusing instead on an in-depth
analysis of the themes of land, history, death, and memory. Weighing in at over five pounds, the catalogue is
nothing if not comprehensive; there are five essays,
including those by Sarah Greenough, Sarah Kennel,
and Hilton Als, among others—plus over forty pages of
notes and back matter. The book’s design is traditional
and elegant, with creamy paper and meticulously printed images that capture the artist’s craftsmanship as a
printer and artisan. Kristen Lubben summarizes, “It’s
deeply researched with beautiful reproductions; one of
the very talked-about exhibitions of the year, and a catalogue that is worthy of that exhibition.”

Susan Meiselas
A View of a Room
Here Press, London, 2017 • Designed by Ben Weaver •
herepress.org
In what Christoph Wiesner calls one of the “most radical approaches to the idea of a catalogue,” Susan Meiselas’s book A View of a Room focuses on a small installation as part of the Photographers’ Gallery’s Touchstone
program, which invites viewers to comment on a single image. In May 2017, Meiselas exhibited a print from
A Room of Their Own, a commissioned body of work
that brought together commentary and photographs
created in collaboration with women from the Black
Country, UK, who are in refuge from domestic abuse.
Visitors were invited to respond to the photograph using a card that asked “What do you see?” A selection of
these responses is reproduced in booklet form as a primary part of this catalogue. The booklet is contained
within a printed blue card-stock folder, with flaps that
open up to reveal an offset-printed reproduction of the
photograph, a brief text by Meiselas, and one unused
response card. “It is the essence of what a catalogue
should be—allowing the reader to reexperience the exhibition in a very distilled form,” notes Wiesner.
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First PhotoBook

Edén Bernal
Exilios (Exiles)
Inframundo, Mexico City, 2018 •
inframundo.lat
Exilios (Exiles) considers the lives
of three elderly women who decided
to break with society and leave their
partners—because of domestic violence
or otherwise—by layering narratives as
well as photographs. Edén Bernal’s documentary-style images show the women going about daily life, as well as the
barren landscapes that surround them;
the cracked desert earth mirrors the
women’s weather-worn skin. The book
itself is comprised of two interspersed
books bound together side by side, creating a panoramic effect, as well as a
set sequence: there is only one way to
open and close the pages. This unusual
structure “mirrors, in a way, that experience of exile, of going further and
further away, and into the landscape,”
explains Kristen Lubben. “Old women
are some of the most invisible and marginalized people in many societies, and
demanding that you spend time paying
attention to their stories is a statement
unto itself.”

Matthew Genitempo
Jasper
Twin Palms Publishers, Santa Fe, 2018 •
Designed by Cody Haltom and Matthew
Genitempo • twinpalms.com
Jasper, by Matthew Genitempo, is inspired by Frank Stanford, a land surveyor and poet who lived and died in Eureka Springs, Arkansas. The design is
spare; the production is sumptuous. The
tight sequence of photographs weaves
together a number of richly printed,
black-and-white portraits of (mostly)
men from the backwoods of the Ozark
Mountains together with images of foggy gullies, a rifle butt loosely cradled
in the dirt-stained palm of a hand, and
other stripped-down details of these
isolated landscapes. “Jasper is deeply
evocative of a particular literary and artistic legacy,” notes Lesley Martin, “part
Walker Evans and part Harry Crews–
style Southern Gothic.” The work is
concrete and tautly descriptive in its
approach to the poetic, conjuring up a
distinctly American meditation on bad
luck and trouble.

Nacho Caravia
Mamá
Self-published, Barcelona, 2018 • Designed
by Eloi Gimeno and Nacho Caravia •
nachocaravia.com
Mamá by Nacho Caravia is a “simple
and unassuming, yet lovely” book, as
described by Lucy Gallun. “As a portrait of the artist’s mother, it exudes a
unique spark, just like (we assume) its
subject.” The book lyrically unfolds with
a flow of portraits in crammed interior
spaces, interwoven with images of forests and scenes of Mamá out and about
in the world. The book starts and ends
with a single action traced over a threeframe sequence of photos. What initially
seems like a set of simple material and
design choices—the thin, raw cardboard
cover with a tipped-on image; the orange cloth spine that picks up the visually striking attribute of the subject’s
red-orange hair; the insert of a single
page of text; the colophon hidden on the
verso of a partially-glued endsheet—add
up to an elegant object that draws the
viewer into this intimate body of work.

Julie Glassberg
Due to sudden and unforeseen
circumstances, this book has no title
(Bike Kill)
ceiba editions, Siena, Italy, 2018 • Designed
by Teun van der Heijden and Sandra van der
Doelen with Yumi Goto • ceibaeditions.com
Julie Glassberg’s “untitled” book depicts
a rebellious subculture revolving around
a seemingly innocuous object: the tall
bicycle. In addition to building mutant
bikes cobbled together out of spare parts,
this band of outsiders prides itself on
opposing capitalism and rampant materialism. The first outlaw bicycle club,
Black Label, was founded in Minneapolis, before spreading to New Orleans and
Brooklyn, among other locales. Glassberg chronicles one particular club in
Brooklyn’s Greenpoint neighborhood.
Tattooed bikers, often drinking and
smoking, streak through junkyards and
back alleys at night. In rare moments of
stillness, they crash on sagging couches
or cook communal meals. The book’s
full-bleed, black-and-white images are
accompanied by raw, punk-inspired elements such as drawings, hand-scrawled
text, and bold graphics. A thick, black
rubber cover made out of something like
an inner tube add a “visceral experience
of smell,” notes Yasufumi Nakamori,
adding that “smell and sight are merged
in this photobook.”
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M L Casteel
American Interiors
Dewi Lewis Publishing, Stockport, UK, 2018 •
Designed by M L Casteel • dewilewis.com

John Edmonds
Higher
Capricious, New York, 2018 • Designed by
Studio Lin, NYC • becapricious.com

In American Interiors, M L Casteel documents the cars of veterans who have
returned from Iraq and Afghanistan. He
does not paint a pretty picture: on back
seats and floor mats, there are fast-food
wrappers, cigarette butts, a knife, and
in one particularly jarring photograph,
a hypodermic needle, a cleansing wipe,
and a blister pack of blue pills, neatly
arranged on the center console. “You
see the subtle or not-so-subtle signs of
the ways in which the subjects are left
to manage their trauma on their own,”
explains Lubben. The book’s printed,
clothbound cover is the only luxury in
an otherwise economical but effective
design. Lubben applauds how the publication takes “an original and not direct
or on-the-nose approach to an important subject, one that’s hard to image
without falling into clichés, and without
othering people.”

John Edmonds’s first book is the result
of Capricious’s inaugural photobook
prize. “Edmonds pictures black men
with sensitivity and reverence, in a
manner we don’t often see. It feels urgent to get these images out into publication,” stresses Gallun. Inside are
four different series, of nudes, stylized
figure studies, and modernist-inflected
portraits-as-still-life, including a closeup of a man’s head with mesmerizingly
flawless waves of gelled hair. The graphically striking cover features a pair of
photographs: the backs of two heads,
each printed in an exaggerated halftone.
One head is cloaked by a hoodie and the
second by a do-rag, the satin fabric of
which is referenced by the gold sheen of
the silk cloth binding. While purposefully invoking the stereotypical readings
of these fashion accessories, the careful
construction of the images and elegant
presentation pushes back against typical interpretations. The cover functions
as a fitting invitation to approach Edmonds’s conceptually astute and visually compelling work.

Soham Gupta
Angst
AKINA, London, 2018 • Designed by
Valentina Abenavoli • akinabooks.com

Yann Haeberlin
Tina(?)
Self-published, Geneva, 2018 • Designed
by collectif insolite • yannh.ch

In Soham Gupta’s Angst, a collection
of fragmented stories runs alongside a
series of startling photographs shot in
the deep night of Calcutta, India. Lovers, club kids, naked mendicants, and
taxi drivers are swaddled in darkness,
isolated from contextualizing details as
they slump, crawl, and dance through
the night. Occasionally, a gnarled tree,
a fragment of architecture, or a tangle
of bushes places the subjects physically
on the margins of both Calcutta’s cityscape and society. The staccato, poetic
texts serve, in part, as a guide to the
various characters and magical scenes
encountered—a fitting proxy for Gupta,
who has often served as a fixer for Western photographers and journalists. “You
stumble into prohibited parts of public
space one might never enter otherwise,”
Nakamori says. “The images are raw and
shocking, as the book guides the viewer
through Calcutta’s darkness.”

Yann Haeberlin’s book Tina(?)—an acronym for There Is No Alternative (?)—
presents an elegant meditation on the
artist’s time spent on an organic farm
in Switzerland. Formerly viewed as a
radical approach to agriculture, organic
farming is no longer dependent on the
use of pesticides. Throughout the book,
Haeberlin inserts bits of text to explain
the long history between herbicides and
chemical warfare, and the motivations
behind farmers returning to a more
natural and sustainable approach. The
images are a combination of “vegetable
portraits,” farm tool still lifes, and documentation of the landscape. Many of the
subjects are shot, studio-style, in front
of a white backdrop, often with the edges of the backdrop revealed within the
frame. The book itself, with its exposed
binding, raw cardboard paper case, and
muted tones “looks really natural and
without artifice, signaling a return to
nature,” says Christoph Wiesner.
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Esther Hovers
False Positives
Fw:Books, Amsterdam, 2017 • Designed
by Hans Gremmen • fw-books.nl
One side of this leporello-bound book
features a series of images shot by an
“intelligent surveillance system.” Each
image presents a moment captured in
a public space, none of which contains
dramatic action: a jogger sprints across
a highway in one; in another, a lone figure pauses at the end of a stairway. The
crisp city landscapes seem to function
almost as theater sets. “There’s something reminiscent of Jeff Wall in their
assertive normalcy,” comments Martin.
“And then you realize that each has been
taken thanks to an algorithm trained to
determine anomalies in public, which
activates a whole other level of scrutiny
of the work for the viewer.” The flip side
of the leporello includes an essay that
reveals the process by which the images
are taken, and presents an illustrated
series of triggers that led to each photo
being snapped, from “Lonely Objects” to
“Repeatedly Looking Back.”

Margo Ovcharenko
Country of Women
Empty Stretch, Moscow, 2018 • Designed by
Yulia Kondrateva • margoovcharenko.com
Margo Ovcharenko’s Country of Women
traces the lives of queer women living
in Russia. Less than eighteen centimeters tall, this staple-bound book also
includes five broadsheet-style posters,
all of which are printed in black and
white on newsprint. Many in Ovcharenko’s generation (born around 1989) had
hoped that, by now, Russia might be a
more welcoming environment for queer
people; if anything, it is now even more
repressive. The book’s zine-like quality
and the fact that the images are taken
in private settings, behind closed doors,
“echoes the fact that this community has
to remain clandestine; its form underscores the constraints the subjects face
while also evoking the spirit of underground art making,” remarks Lubben.

First PhotoBook Shortlist

Maria Kapajeva
You can call him another man
Kaunas Photography Gallery, Kaunas,
Lithuania, 2018 • Designed by Maria
Kapajeva • mariakapajeva.com
Picking up this simple yet elegant
book, it’s entirely possible to think you
have stumbled on the excavation of the
archive of a long-lost Eastern European avant-garde artist. The black-andwhite images seem to reveal a series of
avant-garde experiments with extreme
perspective, documentation of surreal
performances, and an extended series of
images of television screens, including
talking heads, an underwater octopus,
and figure skaters. A brief statement
at the end of the book, however, reveals
that these images were taken by the author’s father, and were made between
1966 and 1974, before he married and
had children. “It’s a very strong example of how a well-edited and sequenced
set of ‘found’ images can be as compelling as a traditionally authored body of
work,” states Martin.

Nicolas Polli
Ferox, The Forgotten Archives: 1976–2010
CIAO Press, Lausanne, Switzerland, and
Skinnerboox, Jesi, Italy, 2018 • Designed by
Nicolas Polli • ciaopress.com •
skinnerboox.com
Ferox, The Forgotten Archives, with
photographs attributed to the “IEMS
Archives,” and edited by Nicolas Polli, is
a beautifully crafted book that explores
the slippery boundaries between fact
and fiction—Larry Sultan and Mike Mandel meet Joan Fontcuberta. Flipping
through its pages, the reader is led to
believe that this book contains the archives of the International Exploration
for the Mars Surroundings (IEMS), a civilian-led program dedicated to the exploration of Mars. Ferox masquerades
as a scientific textbook, contextualizing the purported research with photographs (both archival and scientific),
essays, diagrams, and data. Upon closer read, it becomes clear that IEMS is
a fake, and that the data and photographs in this book have been falsified. (Five photographers are credited
as the IEMS Archives at the end of the
book.) “The artist is questioning our
trust in agencies like NASA, and plays
with our idea of photographic truth and
the printed object as research proof,”
states Wiesner.

Mariken Kramer
The Eyes That Fix You in a
Formulated Phrase
Multipress, Oslo, 2018 • Designed by
Mariken Kramer and StorakerSchwartz •
marikenkramer.com

Pixy Liao
Experimental Relationship Vol. 1
Jiazazhi Press, Ningbo, China, 2018 •
Designed by Pixy Liao and Yinhe Cheng •
jiazazhi.com

Mariken Kramer’s first book is another
refreshing take on a body of work that
reconsiders and re-presents old family
archives. The artist edited together images from her father’s (circa) 1970s slide
archive—many of which depict Kramer
as a girl—with her own recently photographed still lifes of significant possessions. Additionally, text by Kramer is
interspersed throughout the images,
written in a dreamlike, sometimes disquieting manner that reflects on childhood recollections. Gallun observes, “Instead of presenting her memories from
a single perspective, Kramer gathers
them into a vivid constellation that combines a number of different approaches. Placing images of objects within the
larger context of the archival pictures
brings so much more to both sets of images.” The colored backdrops of the still
lifes visually rhyme with the old slides
of a similar palette, further blending the
imagery together and unifying it.

In Experiment Relationship Vol. 1, an
expanded and updated version of an
earlier self-published zine, Pixy Liao
sets up a series of playful scenarios between her and her younger boyfriend,
Moro, challenging traditional roles of
sex, power, and gender within their relationship. Liao uses photography to perform the part of the dominant caregiver, often placing herself in positions of
power within the frame. Liao frequently
photographs her partner in the nude or
in women’s clothes, exposed and vulnerable. The artist often poses while carrying Moro or standing over him—although
careful observation also reveals that he
holds the cable release to snap the frame.
“Liao’s work is an analytical approach to
self-portraiture and gender dynamics
within a relationship,” notes Wiesner.
“This is not a delicate book about love.”
The images are sequenced chronologically, and a timeline included in the back
gives a sense of how the couple’s relationship has evolved over time.

Laurence Rasti
There Are No Homosexuals in Iran
Edition Patrick Frey, Zürich, 2017 • Designed
by Laurence Rasti, Neo Neo, Thuy-An Hoang,
and Xavier Erni • editionpatrickfrey.com

Nick Sethi
Khichdi (Kitchari)
Dashwood Books, New York, 2018 • Designed
by Brian Paul Lamotte and Nick Sethi •
dashwoodbooks.com

During a speech at Columbia University in 2007, Iranian president Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad declared, “In Iran, we do
not have homosexuals like in your country.” Ten years later, Laurence Rasti
published this book as a response. Homosexuality is still punishable by death
in Iran, and when gay Iranians choose
to flee, they often find themselves stuck
in transit zones such as that within the
Turkish city of Denizli, where many
of the photographs were taken. In this
state of purgatory, anonymity is the best
protection. “The photographer looked
into the lives of gay Iranians,” says Nakamori. “You usually don’t see their faces. They are often turned away from the
camera while kissing, embracing their
lovers: acts not permitted in their home
country.” When Rasti’s subjects do occasionally face the camera, it is as if they
are responding to Ahmadinejad: “Yes,
there are homosexuals in Iran. We exist
and are not afraid to let you know.” Persian and English-language interviews
typeset on light orange paper add a
bright, playful tone to this utterly contemporary book and project.

Taken over a ten-year period, Khichdi
(Kitchari) immerses the viewer in a
riotous tour of India’s rapidly changing social landscape, and accompanies
American photographer Nick Sethi as
he wrestles with his own relationship to
his Indian heritage. The 432-page book
is packed full of images piled onto the
page: fully bled, collaged, gridded, and
turned on their sides, unmoored from
captions or text. The content shifts
dramatically from page to page as we
jump from a Ganges landscape to a
close-up portrait of a man, and then on
to a screenshot of a cell-phone album of
selfies taken by children on the artist’s
phone. “What’s impressive is that even
though there is no text by the author, we
know exactly what this book is about,”
notes Wiesner. “The images speak for
themselves. It’s an exciting way to create a reportage and an autobiography.”
Printed in New Delhi, the book uses locally sourced glossy paper, and accentuates the hand-made aspect of the book
with its floppy cover, exposed spine, and
hand-painted edges.
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Clara de Tezanos
Piedra-Padre, Universo
Self-published, Guatemala City, 2018 •
Designed by David Bozareyes and Rodrigo
Morales • claradetezanos.com
Piedra-Padre, Universo by Clara de
Tezanos weaves together photographs
of her family with cosmic images of
prisms and nature. The small, handmade book is bound by a seafoam-green
spiral spine, which holds together paper
of varying trim sizes. Edited by Alejandro Cartagena, this unconventional
yet simple format pairs well with de
Tezanos’s use of collage—images layered on top of each other, reminiscent
of leafing through a box of old photos.
And, just like looking through a family archive, there’s a surprise beneath
each layer. Lubben explains, “It’s something that you can really turn yourself
over to the visual experience of, which
is pretty engrossing, and feels fresh and
distinctive, and like something I hadn’t
seen before.”

*See page 4 for more
on Roma Publications.

Jo Ann Walters and Emma Kemp
Wood River Blue Pool and Blue
Pool Cecilia
Image Text Ithaca Press, Ithaca, New York,
2018 • Designed by Elana Schlenker •
imagetextithaca.com/press
While some of Jo Ann Walters’s work
was first seen in MoMA’s 1991 show Pleasures and Terrors of Domestic Comfort,
this is the first time it has been gathered
together for publication. Walters’s images are published alongside a piece of
experimental fiction by Emma Kemp, in
a two-volume set. One oversize volume,
Wood River Blue Pool, features Walters’s
arresting portraits of Midwestern women photographed from 1985 to 2015; the
work is presented via a classic, portfoliostyle design—the images speak for themselves. Blue Pool Cecilia, a smaller-size
companion book of text, is equal parts
travelogue and true-crime pulp fiction,
riffing off the imagined lives of Walters’s
subjects (and one unresolved death).
“It’s an intriguing way of intertwining a
text and the series of photographs that
inspired it,” comments Martin. “Each
volume stands on its own, but they are
clearly and compellingly linked, both in
content and design.”

Stanley Wolukau-Wanambwa
One Wall a Web
Roma Publications, Amsterdam,
2018 • Designed by Roger Willems •
romapublications.org
In three chapters, One Wall a Web presents two photographic approaches—
originally authored photographs and a
collection of archival images. The images are set off by two text collages (one interspersing Allen Ginsberg’s Howl and
selections from breitbart.com), as well
as an afterword by the author. “A complex set of elements has been pulled together in a clear fashion, an impressive
feat for someone’s first book,” expresses
Gallun. “We read the different elements
in concert with one another—similar
to the overall impact of a collage—rendering a deeper impression of the lives
and places pictured.” The effect is akin
to both a polished portfolio and an artist’s sourcebook, with supplemental text
material, reference images, and notations that serve as a foundation for this
analytical and meticulously constructed project on blackness in America.

Masaki Yamamoto
GUTS
Zen Foto Gallery, Tokyo, 2017 • Designed
by Koichi Ino • zen-foto.jp
The cover of Masaki Yamamoto’s publication offers the reader two titles: GUTS,
in English, or Our Home, in Japanese.
The book presents an unabashed family
portrait through stark black-and-white,
high-contrast photographs. For many
years, Yamamoto’s extended family inhabited a one-room apartment overrun
by broken furniture, discarded papers,
and half-eaten food. In these images,
the family belongings pile up on every
surface, creating a surreal sense of chaotic intimacy among the family members. The book’s design includes the
occasional well-paced, full-page bleed,
which allows the details in the detritus to stand out while accentuating the
claustrophobic immersion of the space.
“Every image invites you to look carefully, closely—you can really see what’s on
their coffee table. There’s no space at
all in the kitchen. It’s entirely packed
with stuff and more stuff,” says Nakamori. “There are very few comparisons
in Japanese photography to this direct,
uncompromising portrayal of an artist’s
family and the space they occupy.”

PhotoBook of the Year
*See pages 26–27 for
further review of this title.

Laia Abril
On Abortion
Dewi Lewis Publishing, Stockport, UK, 2018
• Designed by Laia Abril and Ramon Pez •
dewilewis.com

Nina Berman and Kimberly Stevens
An autobiography of Miss Wish
Kehrer Verlag, Heidelberg, Germany,
2017 • Designed by Heijdens Karwei •
kehrerverlag.com

In On Abortion, Laia Abril presents
her research on the histories of women’s reproductive choices, from birth
control to illegal abortions. A series of
black-and-white portraits are accompanied by stories, often told firsthand, by
an international group of women who
were faced with difficult pregnancies
(whether planned, unplanned, or forced
upon them). Together with the straightforward reporting of relevant political
and legal events, they offer personal
perspectives that are not typically part
of the mainstream narrative around
women’s reproductive health. Lucy Gallun observes, “This book makes visible
and accessible so many important stories that have not been told.” In addition
to the factual reporting, Abril provides
us with “a compelling, visual account,”
mixing documentary photographs with
archival pictures and making the most
of the text-image relationship offered
by the book form. The design is simple
and restrained, aside from a series of
short-trimmed pages interspersed and
partially hidden throughout the book,
effectively underscoring the manner in
which the book illuminates these alltoo-often buried or dismissed histories.

An autobiography of Miss Wish grapples with the intertwined lives of photographer and subject—Nina Berman
and Kimberly Stevens. Together they
have created a unique, collaborative documentary. Photographing over twentyfive years between London and New York,
Berman provides a visual backbone for
the retelling of the life of Kimberly Stevens, a survivor of sex trafficking and
child pornography. The book moves between Berman’s often challenging but
also empathetic images, and Stevens’s
harrowing retelling of her experiences
via her own drawings, hospital psychiatric reports, diary entries, and letters
and text messages between the two.
“There are so many layers to this book;
it’s a testimony to both the sincerity and
tensions of their relationship as subject
and authors, and ultimately, as friends,”
notes Christoph Wiesner. The book
comes full circle when, in a handwritten
letter, Stevens lists the reasons Berman
should make her book, one of them being that she would like to “help someone
in some way” by telling her story.
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Dawoud Bey
Seeing Deeply
University of Texas Press, Austin, 2018 •
utpress.utexas.edu

Sophie Calle
Parce que
Éditions Xavier Barral, Paris, 2018 • Designed
by Xavier Barral and Coline Aguettaz • exb.fr

This long-awaited publication by American photographer and MacArthur fellow
Dawoud Bey presents a chronological
survey of his forty-year career. The book
begins with Bey’s 1970s series Harlem,
U.S.A., traces his Polaroid portraiture
from black-and-white Type 55 street
portraits to his 20-by-24 color works,
and concludes with his 2016 visual essay
“Harlem Redux.” Writers like Deborah
Willis, Hilton Als, Maurice Berger, and
Leigh Raiford lend their critical perspectives to nine major bodies of work.
According to Yasufumi Nakamori, this
book stands out thanks to its “beautiful,
large-scale reproductions, classically
presented. The comprehensive scholarly
essays help us to understand more deeply the contributions of Dawoud Bey’s
practice.” Other key elements of the
book include an introduction by Sarah
Lewis, an essay by Bey, and a detailed
chronology of the artist’s life.

Inspired by fellow French photographer Denis Roche’s writings on the
medium, Sophie Calle’s Parce que (Because) explores the decisions and critical moments that precede making a
photograph. This elegant and cleverly
conceived book illustrates Calle’s process as a photographer, revealing the
sometimes complex but often simple
instinctive acts that result in an image.
Initially, the book appears to be a series
of brief, random answers to the question: Why? Using the complexity of Japanese binding to maximum advantage,
the offset-printed images are hidden
inside each uncut page. The reader is
drawn into a guessing game—what image resulted from “Because I’m here on
the bridge”? “This book was chosen as
an example of how a simple production
gesture can support and highlight an
artist’s concept,” states Wiesner. “It is
an original and exact expression of how
Sophie Calle proceeds to create a new
work that is based on her life.”
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review of this title.

Alexandra Catiere
Behind the Glass
Chose Commune, Paris, 2018 • Designed
by Bureau Kayser, Cécile PoimbœufKoizumi, and Vasantha Yogananthan •
chosecommune.com
Behind the Glass is an evocative photobook that supports the meditative
quality of Alexandra Catiere’s imagery
via its unique form and design. Each
full-bleed spread of this small yet dense
volume folds up to reveal another larger,
full-bleed image printed inside, creating pairings and relationships between
exterior and interior images. The blackand-white imagery consists of emotive
portraits of bus passengers gazing
out from behind glass windows interspersed with abstract photograms, as
well as portraits of children, landscapes,
and still lifes. Gallun notes, “Instead of
offering the images to the reader in a
straightforward, traditional way, the
photographs’ atmospheric qualities are
emphasized thanks to the pacing and the
pairings of one image to another within
this eloquent system of folds.” One cannot simply thumb through and move on;
each turn of a page or fold requires attention and time from the viewer, who is
brought along on a poetic journey.

Simon Baker and Tomo Kosuga, eds.
Masahisa Fukase
Éditions Xavier Barral, Paris, 2018 • Designed
by François Dézafit • exb.fr

Sohrab Hura
Look It’s Getting Sunny Outside!!!
Ugly Dog (Self-published), New Delhi, 2018 •
Designed by Sohrab Hura • sohrabhura.com

Raymond Meeks
Halfstory Halflife
Chose Commune, Paris, 2018 • Designed by
Bureau Kayser • chosecommune.com

This book is the first in-depth Englishlanguage survey of Japanese photographer Masahisa Fukase, whose thirtyyear career was cut tragically short
when he fell into a coma in 1992 and died
in 2012. His most iconic work, Ravens
(1986), is rarely considered within the
context of his larger, more playful oeuvre, which also includes nude family
portraits, hand-colored “selfies” on the
streets of Tokyo, and series like Berobero,
in which he photographed himself with
his tongue extended to touch other people’s tongues. Introductory essays by
Simon Baker (then curator of the Tate
Modern, now director of Maison européenne de la photographie, Paris) and
Tomo Kosuga (director of Masahisa Fukase Archives, Tokyo) contextualize Fukase’s work within the history of postwar Japanese photography. The authors
also annotate each body of work, making
this “a valuable document of the photographer’s life and work,” notes Nakamori.
“This important publication reveals the
entirety of Fukase’s fresh, avant-garde
practice with a beautiful design.”

Look It’s Getting Sunny Outside!!! is
the third self-published book from an
ongoing series called Sweet Life by New
Delhi–based Magnum photographer
Sohrab Hura. Over the course of this
series, Hura has documented his mother’s daily struggles with schizophrenia.
In this, the final installment, his mother and her primary companion, a dog
named Elsa, are confronted with the
decline of Elsa’s health, and her eventual death. A brief, handwritten text by
“Ma” grounds the otherwise captionless
series of images that pay homage to the
close relationship between the two. As
Lesley Martin states, “In many ways, it’s
a fairly simple slice of the overall story;
as a visual journal driven by loose, expressionistic images, it speak volumes.”
The book is beautifully printed on a
rough, uncoated stock, well matched to
the informality of the images, while also
delivering a visual punch.

Halfstory Halflife by Raymond Meeks,
focuses on a bridge in upstate New York
where teenagers, mostly boys, gather to
jump into the river. Many of the deeply
inked black-and-white images show the
teenagers mid-jump, barely revealed
by the highlights of their milky skin
as they fling themselves into a black
abyss. Meeks also includes contemplative, often low-contrast pictures of the
surrounding landscape, evoking a mood
of Thomas Eakins meets Aaron Siskind
in the Catskills. The flexibound book includes little text and no captions—only
a two-line quote on the first page and a
colophon. With a crisp border around
each masterfully printed image, Halfstory Halflife’s traditional design allows the photographs to speak volumes.
Lubben explains, “There’s this almost
Icarus quality where you see the figures
tumbling through space; they’re beautiful photographs, and also very poignant
and touching as a picture of boys on the
precipice of adulthood.”

Jurors’ Special Mention

Carmen Winant
My Birth
SPBH Editions, London, and Image Text
Ithaca Press, Ithaca, New York, 2018 •
Designed by Brian Paul Lamotte •
selfpublishbehappy.com •
imagetextithaca.com/press
In My Birth, Carmen Winant brings together photographs of the artist’s own
mother giving birth, along with found
and appropriated images of anonymous
women undergoing the same process.
The book shows the process of birth
“in all of its gory splendor, viscera, and
trauma, and joy,” lauds Lubben. Opening
with a list of questions posed to Winant
during her own pregnancy, from “Were
you thirsty?” to “Has there ever been so
much known?”, My Birth also includes
an original text by the artist, who presented a complementary installation at
MoMA’s Being: New Photography 2018.
The uncoated, scrapbook-like pages
are arranged by motif from labor to delivery: pregnant women hunched over
pillows, crowning heads, oozing placentas. Lubben continues, “I think it’s an
incredibly important book, especially
right now, when so many women are
sick of being quiet or silent— sick of editing themselves and suppressing parts of
what their experiences are.”

Daisuke Yokota
Inversion (Paris Edition)
Akio Nagasawa Publishing, Tokyo, 2017 •
akionagasawa.com
This is the third edition of Daisuke Yokota’s project Inversion, created in a
limited edition of eighty copies, the result of a live book-making performance
in Paris. (The prior two editions were
created during events in Arles and New
York.) As with the prior volumes, each
copy of the Paris offering is unique, with
each graphically abstracted image having been applied in different layers of
ink colors onto silver paper during the
course of the event. While the homage to
Daido Moriyama continues to resonate
in Yokota’s work, Inversion also makes
clear that he is committed to expanding
his repertoire as both image maker and
book maker. In this edition, the artist
has incorporated a new element with
the inclusion of clear plastic pages silkscreened and bound into the book. The
result is a riotously colored, mesmerizing, and tactilely satisfying experience
of ink on paper. “The sheer visual pleasure of this book is incredibly seductive,” states Martin.

First PhotoBook / PhotoBook of the Year Shortlist

Roy DeCarava and Langston Hughes
The Sweet Flypaper of Life
Originally published 1955; reissued in
hardcover and paperback • First Print Press,
New York, 2018 • Design adapted by Katy
Homans • firstprintpress.org
In 2015, the PhotoBook Award shortlist jury decided to offer a Special
Mention to the facsimile reproduction
of Kikuji Kawada’s The Map (1965)
in order to avoid the difficult situation in which new books are in competition with and measured against
well-known classics. Similarly, this
year, the jury has elected to recognize
the reissue of The Sweet Flypaper
of Life, an important commitment
to the longevity and accessibility of
this historically important volume.
Initially published in 1955, this canonical classic of photographic literature has long been out of print. It
is a gem of and beyond its time, and
its reissue is long overdue. The layout, with its deft weave between text
and image, is directly indebted to the
photo-essays of the day, heavily Life
and Look magazine–inflected. And
yet, DeCarava’s photographs about
life in Harlem, in combination with
Langston Hughes’s narrative “voiceover,” became something uniquely
their own, a buoyant record of their
Harlem community in flux. While the

book has been previously reprinted
and reissued in a slightly expanded
and revised form, this volume is considered the first authorized Englishlanguage edition since 1983; it is
published by First Print Press, an
imprint founded by Sherry Turner
DeCarava, the widow of the photographer and executor of his estate.
Turner DeCarava also contributes
a brief historical addendum to the
book. Beyond this additional text, the
reorigination is faithful to the first
edition, keeping it pocket-size and
affordably priced at $45 (or $24.95
for the paperback). The one other notable upgrade is the tonally rich, robustly inked printing that does justice
to DeCarava’s lushly printed gelatinsilver originals, made possible courtesy of duotone separations by Robert Hennessey. The Sweet Flypaper of
Life has been reissued this year in celebration of Roy DeCarava’s centennial—and its own return to circulation
is itself a reason to celebrate.
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A Modest and Hidden Complexity: The
Legacy of David Goldblatt’s PhotoBooks
Oluremi C. Onabanjo

A photographer whose work sits at the nexus of the
social and political, historical and personal, David
Goldblatt made images of the structures of apartheid that have come to emblematize the key fractures
marking life during that era, as well as the far from
vestigial traces sustained within contemporary South
African life. From February to May 2018, the Centre
Pompidou in Paris staged an expansive retrospective
of his work—both the final exhibition made during his
lifetime (Goldblatt passed away one month later at
the age of eighty-seven) and a watershed moment of
critical acclaim within the world of contemporary art.
On the occasion of the exhibition, the hefty catalogue
Structures of Dominion and Democracy (Steidl) was
published. Edited by Karolina Zięebinńska-Lewandowska, the tome divulges a central truth about this photographer’s practice: throughout his career, Goldblatt
consistently made images specifically intended to live
alongside and in tandem with various narrative and
textual forms.
With Goldblatt’s sizable bibliography dating back
to the 1960s, lush new editions for his earlier monographs have been released in recent years by the German press Steidl, with the promise of more to come.
Whether regarding these elegantly designed sets or his
initial, steelier editions—which often emerged from
and circulated among non–fine art viewing publics—it
is clear that for Goldblatt, the photobook operated as
more than a visual repository. Recalling his beginnings
in photojournalism, where his images were often located between commissioned stories in printed media,
Goldblatt has stated that the kind of photography one
finds in his books “is much closer to writing than to
painting.” To him, “making a photograph [was] rather like writing a paragraph or a short piece,” and in
turn, “putting together a whole string of photographs
[was] like producing a piece of writing in many ways.”1
Despite his unequivocal dedication to the visual, Goldblatt did not hide his deep interest in and respect for
language. In his astute captions, one receives detailed
accounts on the subject matter he rendered. While remaining succinct in tone, as Zięebińnska-Lewandowska
notes in her essay “Photography as an Act of Thinking,”
these captions often grew into longer texts, the “fruit
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of extended research and investigations,” and when
Goldblatt found the subject matter particularly challenging, he would develop his text accordingly. Inasmuch as his captions were central to his bookmaking
practice, so were his collaborations with various literary and journalistic figures, whose texts, wedded to his
images, underscored the granular approach brought to
each subject.
In Goldblatt’s hometown of Randfontein, a rural
mining town in the West Rand of South Africa’s Witwatersrand region, he took his first pictures as a teenager.
The area remained a site of reflection for him, but also
provided a common ground with his longtime collaborator Nadine Gordimer, who also grew up along the Witwatersrand. Their first joint project emerged in 1968,
as a piece for Optima magazine entitled “The Witwatersrand: A Time and Tailings.” Including images Goldblatt had taken two years prior on the Witwatersrand,
and Gordimer’s stirring evocation of life shaped by the
mining industry embedded in its ridges, their collaboration yielded Goldblatt’s first title, On the Mines (Stru-

Throughout his career,
Goldblatt consistently
made images specifically
intended to live alongside
and in tandem with
various narrative and
textual forms.
ik, 1973; Steidl, 2012).
Yet, long before their meeting, Goldblatt was impacted by Gordimer’s prose. In an almost synesthetic
recollection that opens the second edition of the book,
Goldblatt detailed how “her first book, Face to Face,
which I read in 1950, made explicit to me, to the point of
pungency, my own then vague awareness of my milieu.”
Gordimer’s literary sharpness and clarity with regard

to social reality can similarly be detected in Goldblatt’s
images, which tread beneath the slick veneer of the
region’s powerful gold mining industry to display black
and white South African men’s uncomfortable reliance
upon one another underground. Depicting introspective portraits of mine workers, studies of the industrial
machinery, and scenes of groups toiling the land for its
minerals, Goldblatt rendered this central tension embedded into South African economic prosperity with
intense precision. Employing a restrained approach to
sequencing, he gave weight to each image—often one
per double-page spread, centrally positioned on the
right-hand side with a clear white border, and on the
left, a corresponding caption that provided the place,
date, and errant observations.
These straightforward aspects of his photographic
and editorial approach are also present throughout In
Boksburg (Gallery Press, 1982; Errata Editions, 2010;
Steidl, 2015), which charted the goings-on of an increasingly cookie-cutter town, in order to mine the more
bucolic aspects of the country’s rapacious system of
racial division. As Joanna Lehan observes in her essay
“On Boksburg, Baasskap, and Poetry,” Goldblatt—akin
to Bill Owens, whose 1972 Suburbia (Straight Arrow
Books) rendered the creeping homogeneity of towns
across the United States—“saw that the shift in Boksburg signified something about the culture—that the insular community concerns and physical and material
comfort to which suburban communities aspire carry
with them the baggage of complacency.” However, such
complacency within Boksburg takes on a decidedly
more eerie tone than Owens’s work, because, according
to Goldblatt, both white and black people were “locked
into a system of manic control and profound immorality. To draw a breath there was to be complicit.”
Retaining a dispassionate view and a commitment
to nuanced compositions of the truth, Goldblatt used
a medium-format camera, allowing for the creation of
scenes with what he called a “neutral optical effect.”2
Instead of the camera apparatus being deployed to elicit emotion or highlight the dramatic effects of oppression, he made sure to present all components within
the field of vision equally, offering a tableau wherein
the viewer could make their own judgment. Therefore,
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1. David Goldblatt
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Steidl/Éditions du Centre Pompidou ·
Göttingen, Germany, 2018 · Designed by Holger
Feroudj · 9 ½ x 12 ⅝ in. (24 x 32 cm) · 344 pages
· 173 color and 210 black-and-white images ·
Hardcover · steidl.de
2. David Goldblatt and Nadine Gordimer
On the Mines
C. Struik Ltd. · Cape Town, 1973
3. David Goldblatt
In Boksburg
Gallery Press · Cape Town, 1982
4. David Goldblatt
The Transported of KwaNdebele
Aperture and Duke University · New York, 1989
5. David Goldblatt and Ivan Vladislavić
TJ: Johannesburg Photographs 1948–2010
Double Negative
Contrasto · Rome, 2010
6. David Goldblatt
Particulars
Goodman Gallery Editions · Johannesburg, 2003
5.

6.

while his images are at their core socially engaged, they
don’t necessarily offer a social directive. This ambivalence toward picture-taking for protest drew flak from
Goldblatt’s contemporaries at times, but regardless
allowed him to underscore the relentless nature of
the apartheid system, where violence took place not
only physically, but also within the regular rhythms
of everyday life. Intriguingly, while In Boksburg additionally originated as a commission for Optima, when
Goldblatt submitted the work to the magazine in 1980,
it was rejected. According to him, the editor “didn’t express it in words, but I gathered he thought I was being
somewhat harsh.”3
Three years later, Goldblatt was invited to contribute images for the Second Carnegie International
Inquiry into Poverty and Development in Southern
Africa. In collaboration with New York Times South
Africa correspondent Joseph Lelyveld, he created a
photo-essay on “homeland transport”—that is, large
populations of black South Africans commuting from
their remote, segregated “ethnic areas,” the so-called
Bantustans, to the country’s central sites of employment activity. The resultant book, The Transported of
KwaNdebele: A South African Odyssey (Aperture and
Duke University, 1989; Steidl, 2013), chronicled the tortuous journey of the core labor population from KwaNdebele to Pretoria, starting at 2:20 a.m. on October 22,
1983, and spanning three hours to reach the city station. Undeniably ghostly in mood and tone, the images
are paired with singular captions, each painstakingly marking the various points of the commute. While
the book focuses on one day, it is the reminder of the
interminable nature of the passage that proves most
harrowing; it is completed in reverse at the end of the
workday, with workers returning home at 10:00 p.m.,
and then repeated once more following the darkest
part of the night. Among the sleeping faces and swaying bodies, it is clear that while these buses hold the
lives of many, within the apartheid framework there
is no room to acknowledge their full humanity, only to
value their labor.
With images still invested in the politics of urban
routes and spaces, in TJ: Johannesburg Photographs
1948–2010/Double Negative (Contrasto, 2010) Goldblatt
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provides an account of the city that spans decades
rather than hours. An experimental novel/photobook
project collaboratively authored with Ivan Vladislavić,
TJ takes the form of paired literary and photographic
volumes, enclosed together in one slipcover. To navigate the piece is to navigate the world of Vladislavić’s

Goldblatt was invested
in the record—be it
photographic, historical,
journalistic, or artistic.
Neville Lister as he roams throughout Johannesburg,
alongside Goldblatt’s peripatetic pictures, rendering
the city’s various facets and inhabitants. Possibly Goldblatt’s most overt attempt to realize the central adage
from James Agee and Walker Evans’s Let Us Now Praise
Famous Men (1941), the material and narrative manifestation of TJ proposes that, in fact, “photographs
are not illustrative. They, and the text, are coequal,
mutually independent, and fully collaborative.” In his
compositions, Goldblatt parses the sprawling physical
geographies and specific social contexts against which
numerous Joburgers’ adjacent lives intersect—be it under conditions of commute, employment, or social or
familial relation. In each acute image, he consistently
acknowledges the overarching fractures that govern
the inner workings of TJ, his name for the city as it was
when he was growing up: “Transvaal, Johannesburg.”
While Goldblatt was adept at producing books that
hold productive possibilities for unfolding a sustained
exploration, the luxuriously contained Particulars
(Goodman Gallery Editions, 2003; Steidl, 2014) revels
in what he termed the “bodily particular.” Limited to
twenty-seven images, for the most part taken during
1975 in Johannesburg, the oversize square monograph
brings the viewer in close—tracing alongside strewn
limbs, intimating the contours of ears, approximating
toes and ankles, and cradling the fleshy edges of shorts,
thighs pressed together. A nod to Goldblatt’s upbring-

ing working in his father’s outfitting store, and perhaps
a visual foil to TJ, Particulars makes the human form
the central architecture available for consideration.
Not one to embellish or stray from the unnerving,
Goldblatt was invested in the record—be it photographic, historical, journalistic, or artistic. As a result, his
books divulge a perspective that is empathetic, but restrained; sensitive, while sober; intimate, but dispassionate. In his most recent images, a sequence of which
concludes Structures of Dominion and Democracy,
Goldblatt presented headily charged scenes of the
postapartheid reality: an arson-crisped auditorium at
the University of Johannesburg, set alight by Fees Must
Fall student protestors; a hill speckled with crosses on
the grounds of the Lonmin platinum mines, land that
bore witness to the 2012 Marikana massacre. It is in
these unresolved traces that the structural struggles
of South Africa continue to grind. Sensitive documents
of remnants and what is to come, Goldblatt’s images
call to mind a phrase he oft repeated: “I want the most
with the least: straightforward photography leading to
what Borges, in regard to writers and writing, called ‘a
modest and hidden complexity.’”4
1. David Goldblatt, interview by Jonathan Cane, Aperture, no. 220
(Fall 2015): pp. 108–21.
2. Joanna Lehan, “On Boksburg, Baasskap, and Poetry,” in In Boksburg,
by David Goldblatt (New York: Errata Editions, 2010).
3. David Goldblatt, interview by Michael Stevenson, Cape Town, February 24, 2009, quoted in Lehan, “On Boksburg, Baasskap, and Poetry.”
4. Violaine Boutet de Monvel, “David Goldblatt and the Legacy of
Apartheid,” Aperture blog, March 27, 2018, https://aperture.org/
blog/david-goldblatt-legacy-apartheid/.

Oluremi C. Onabanjo is a curator and scholar of photography
and the arts of Africa. She has contributed to catalogues and
photobooks published by 10x10 Photobooks, Aperture, Autograph ABP, the Studio Museum in Harlem, and the Walther Collection, among others. The former director of exhibitions and
collections for the Walther Collection, she is currently a doctoral
candidate in art history at Columbia University.
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A Series of Utterly Improbable,
Yet Extraordinary Renditions

An
autobiography
of Miss Wish*

Stanley Wolukau-Wanambwa on Arthur Jafa

Nina Strand on
Nina Berman

Arthur Jafa
A Series of Utterly Improbable, Yet
Extraordinary Renditions
Serpentine Galleries, the Store X, Julia Stoschek
Collection, König Books, and Gavin Brown’s
Enterprise · London, Berlin, Cologne, and New York,
2018 · Designed by OSK · 11 x 13 ¾ in. (27.9 x 34.9
cm) · 848 pages · 51 black-and-white and 117 color
images · Hardcover · serpentinegalleries.org

Arthur Jafa’s latest publication, A Series
of Utterly Improbable, Yet Extraordinary Renditions (Serpentine Galleries
et al., 2018), is a hardback book weighing
in at fourteen pounds, priced as high as
$130, and comprises 848 pages, 168 fullbleed, four-color reproductions, and 38
written contributions, ranging from poetry to text messages, from art criticism
to Afro-Pessimist theory, and boasts
thirty-five contributing authors, among
them the fiction writer John Keene,
philosophers Félix Guattari and Gilles
Deleuze, the filmmaker and artist John
Akomfrah, the poet M. NourbeSe Philip,
the scions of black studies Saidiya Hartman, Hortense Spillers, and Sylvia Wynter, and the critic and novelist Samuel
R. Delany. To own such a book is in and
of itself a commitment; whether waived
or embraced, it is one made knowingly.
A Series . . . is a raucous and yet rhythmic act of gathering in and around black
life and black thought, resonant with
the multifaceted, improvisatory digressions and peregrinations of Jafa’s own
artistic work.
Crucially, it is Jafa’s artistic work
that plays the background here, in a book
that stretches the conventions of the catalogue form to a point of compelling irrelevance. The publishers describe it as
a “catalogue . . . published to accompany”
Jafa’s exhibition of the same name, and
yet a reader in search of the traditional
components of a catalogue—a biography
of the artist, a chronology of their works,
an exhibition history, a bibliography,
a series of installation images, monographic and art-historical essays—will
search in vain for such elements in this
voluminous book. Though Jafa’s work is
discussed at length in a variety of ways,
it is not displayed in any conventional
form. There are no taxonomical series
of stills from his films, no reproductions
of photographic prints, no sumptuous
installation images of video work, no
detail images of his sculptures, no studio photographs of his notebooks or of
other source material. Instead, the book
is structured by the choral assembly of
written voices whose texts are marked
by a staggered row of black tabs printed on their respective facing pages and
over their edges, so that when the book
is stood on its spine, each text forms a
stage in a visibly laddered line of notes
stretching from top to bottom like a musical progression.
Taken sequentially, A Series . . . begins in the abstraction of visceral black

pain, and ends in the enigmatic radiance of black music. The book’s coarse
cloth cover features a horizontally rotated reproduction of a carte-de-visite
portrait made of the escaped slave Gordon, who fled the prison of a plantation
in Louisiana in March 1863 and made
it to a Union army camp, where he was
examined by doctors and photographed,
his back a tendriled tapestry of torture,
a topography of keloid scarring like rigid dunes raised and sprawling across
the undulating surface of a black desert. Read on its side, the image appears
abstracted and cartographic. While
Jafa has reworked this portrait into
three-dimensional form in the exhibition itself, it serves here as the point of
entry, the “bloodstained gate” of slavery,
as Frederick Douglass had it, through
which a reader must pass should they
wish to delve into the entanglements of
the book. This cover image is followed
by the bright pulsing red of the book’s
endpapers, signaling the integral role
that black suffering and antiblack violence play in the history of black life,
and as elements embedded in the flesh
of the printed object itself.
A Series . . . then interweaves images from a set of sourcebooks Jafa has
been collecting “since the 1990s, seeking
to trace and map unwritten histories
and narratives relating to black life,” as
the publishers describe it. Thus, the desiccated carapace of the clothes of genocided Rwandans strung up on laundry
lines in 1999 are bound up with a photograph of the kidnapping of Supreme
Court judge Harold Haley by Jonathan
P. Jackson, in Marin County, California,
in August 1970. Thus, the horizontal
screed of water gunned from a firehose
at black demonstrators in Birmingham,
Alabama, in 1963, resonates with the
concentric distortions of an image of Jupiter, or with the antic blur of Jafa’s own
art in Super Conductor_Butch Morris
(ca. 2010). Thus, a chilling portrait of approximately one hundred slaves aboard
the HMS London in 1863 is followed by
a pixelated reproduction of Annie Leibovitz’s portrait of Othar Turner, one of
the last renowned practitioners of the
fife and drum blues tradition, who died
in 2003. Resonant in this weaving of
image and history is the transubstantiation of black pain into the capacious
forms of black music, which has recorded the ongoing attempt at black survival
in the United States. Through such sequencings, Jafa seems to seek, in John
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Akomfrah’s words in his essay in the
book, to “stitch again the broken web of
time”: to play it over again.
The vast majority of the images
in the book are appropriated from a
wide array of sources. Each is credited in the book’s index, which traces a
history of Jafa’s attentive looking, and
which forms an expression of solidarity with a community of peers in whose
work Jafa sees questions, formulations,
and achievements of black expression
pertinent to his own ongoing project
of “polyventiality.” Miles Davis, Kerry James Marshall, Whitney Houston,
Jean-Michel Basquiat, Liz Johnson Artur, Beyoncé, Albert Ayler, Lauryn Hill,
Tina Turner, Denise Ferreira da Silva,

The polyventiality
of this book is
grounded in the
act of black
gathering and its
miraculous capacity
for joy, invention,
and existence across
strata, genres,
and times.
Frida Orupabo, and Ming Smith number among such collaborators, who are
assembled here in a riotous manner, to
borrow a phrase from Saidiya Hartman.
If polyvalence in medicine or science
signifies a thing having the valence of
many—an element that actively resists
toxins and pathogens, itself having
many functions, forms, and facets—then
the polyventiality of this book is grounded in the act of black gathering and its
miraculous capacity for joy, invention,
and existence across strata, genres, and
times. A Series . . . is a precious, rare,
and profoundly generous object of black
study, which reaffirms what we have latterly relearned through Jafa’s work: love
is the message, the message is death.
Stanley Wolukau-Wanambwa is a photographer, writer, and former editor of the website The Great Leap Sideways. Roma Publications released his first book, One Wall a Web,
this fall (see shortlist, page 22).

An autobiography of Miss Wish (Kehrer
Verlag, 2017) by Nina Berman is a tour
de force—a true story of survival that
might cause you to reevaluate your own
life’s problems. This book is a reminder to always try to go beyond what you
think you see when looking at those on
the outskirts of society. It is a collaboration between the photographer Nina
Berman and Cathy Wish, a survivor of
sexual violence. On a trip to London
in 1990 to photograph the legacy of the
Margaret Thatcher era, Berman photographed many of London’s street kids.
One night she met young Cathy Wish
(later known as Kimberly Stevens), and
this marked the beginning of a lifelong
friendship between the two. An autobiography of Miss Wish consists of Berman’s photographs of Stevens, their text
messages, doctor’s reports, several letters, and Stevens’s own drawings.
During the years of meetings and
photographing, Stevens’s stories unraveled. Her experiences were so horrible
that it is nothing less than a miracle that
she is alive today. Adopted from foster
care at the age of two, she fell victim to
an organized sex trafficking and child
pornography ring. She was eleven when
introduced to so-called sex parties by
her family, and a year later she met a
man called Mark, who insisted he was
her brother. He introduced her to drugs,
and terrorized her so brutally that she
saw no other option but to escape to
the United States. One of her drawings
depicts how her friend was raped and
killed by Mark, right in front of her eyes.
Throughout the book, the reports from
different hospitals and rehabilitation
centers tell the story of a neglected,
abused, and violated child. In a typically neutral doctor’s report, you can read
about her several attempts to end her
own life, and how she suffers from almost comatose flashbacks of her traumatic experiences.
In the book’s afterword, Berman
emphasizes that every photograph,
word, document, and drawing published
in the book has been approved by Stevens. Except for a few pictures taken in
London, there are no photographs of her
using or buying drugs, selling herself, or
being abused. Instead, Berman wants
her somber, unspectacular pictures to
“tell a story about loneliness and love, of
hurt and resilience, of friendship, courage and a will to live.” This understatement is something that Berman has also
done well in her previous projects, such
as Purple Hearts: Back from Iraq (Trolley Books, 2004), where she portrays
young men who returned home with unhealable war wounds.
One especially chilling photo in An
autobiography of Miss Wish is not of
Stevens herself, but of the prison Rikers Island in New York City, where she
served time in 2007. It looks cold and
heartless, but in Stevens’s drawing and
words, it is a safe place. “Because you
know when you sit on the bed or when
they count you in the cell, even though
it’s annoying, it’s like they point at you
and look at you and sometimes they’ll
even make sure you’re breathing so for
that split second in time, you have the
realization that you’re human and alive.”
An autobiography of Miss Wish
recalls Darcy Padilla’s Family Love
(Éditions de La Martinière, 2014), the
book that was made from the website
The Julie Project, telling the story of Julie Baird, a young girl who Padilla first
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met in the lobby of a San Francisco hotel
where she was to be tested for HIV. Padilla documented Baird’s struggle with
AIDS, drug addiction, and abusive relationships for the rest of her short life.
The restaged images of prostitutes at
work in Now That You Are Mine (Steidl,
2002) by Trine Søndergaard also come
to mind. Søndergaard began the project

Photographs alone
are not enough to stir
a reaction; perhaps
we need the elegant
juxtaposition of texts
and drawings, as in
Berman’s book.
while living in neighborhood housing
with many sex workers in Copenhagen.
She got to know the women and together
they re-created some of the situations
they had been through. Both these projects were collaborations made in order
to give the full story—or picture—behind
the people we pass on the streets. And
perhaps today, in 2018, photographs
alone are not enough to stir a reaction;
perhaps we need the elegant juxtaposition of texts and drawings, as in Berman’s book.
An autobiography of Miss Wish
was rightfully shortlisted for the relatively new Photo Text Book Award
during this year’s Arles Book Awards,
and exhibited on the second floor of the
supermarket Monoprix in the center
of town. Among the other shortlisted
books were Mère et fils by Anne De Gelas (Éditions Loco/Contretype, 2017), in
which, through text, drawings, and photographs, she portrays herself and her
son after her husband suddenly passed

*Shortlisted see page 22

Nina Berman
An autobiography of Miss Wish
Kehrer Verlag · Berlin, 2017 · Designed by Teun van
der Heijden · 7 ⅜ x 9 ½ in. (18.6 x 24 cm) · 268 pages
· 175 color images · Clothbound · kehrerverlag.com
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away; Louis Quail’s Big Brother (Dewi
Lewis, 2018), a photographic portrayal of his brother Justin’s struggle with
schizophrenia; and Angst (shortlisted
for this year’s First PhotoBook, see page
20), by last year’s winner of the Cosmos
PDF Award, Soham Gupta, a book documenting the people he meets in the back
streets of Calcutta (AKINA Books, 2018).
The Photo Text Book Award winner was
the second edition of War Primer 2 by
Adam Broomberg and Oliver Chanarin
(MACK, 2018), published as a paperback
on the occasion of the artist duo’s exhibition Divine Violence at the Centre
Pompidou in Paris last February. The
book physically inhabits the pages of
Bertolt Brecht’s forever-current 1955
publication Kriegsfibel (War Primer),
a book containing Brecht’s collected
newspaper photos accompanied by his
short poems as comments on the images; Broomberg and Chanarin call their
book War Primer 2, a belated sequel.
While I welcome MACK’s idea to publish
the very limited book in a paperback
version accessible for a larger audience,
War Primer 2 has been shown all over
the world since the project came out in
2011. An autobiography of Miss Wish
could have benefited from the attention
brought by winning the prize, and Stevens could certainly have benefited from
the cash award, which she deserves for
being so open and courageous in sharing her life story. She has high hopes for
the book: “I want to bring it to schools
and talk to the kids, that would make me
feel that all I went through was worth it,
if I can help someone in some way,” she
writes. “[The making of this book] will
show me that I really did survive,” she
adds in a letter to Berman. And she did.
You really did survive, Cathy Wish, and
thank you for sharing.
Nina Strand is a photographer and writer.
She is cofounder and editor-in-chief of Objektiv, a biannual publication on lens-based art.

Behind the Glass*

Alice Rose George on Alexandra Catiere
Alexandra Catiere
Behind the Glass
Chose Commune · Paris, 2018 · Designed by Bureau
Kayser, Cécile Poimbœuf-Koizumi, and Vasantha
Yogananthan · 5 ¾ x 7 ⅝ in. (14.5 x 19.5 cm) · 192
pages · 64 black-and-white images · Clothbound ·
chosecommune.com

*Shortlisted see page 23

There’s a face with eyes looking into
mine on the cover of the book. The face
is behind glass; snow or heavy rain partly obscure its sharpness. It seems the
face of a person in transit. Questions
arise quickly: Where are we? Is the person on a train, a bus, a car? Faces similarly framed within windows continue
inside the book, but there, when I turn
to the first spread, the face is printed
on a shortened page, so I know to lift it
up. Underneath is a photogram of what
appears to be drops of snow taken from
or reflected in the glass of the earlier image. This alternation of a “real” face, a
real landscape, or a slice of nature, overlaying a hidden set of created images or
subtractions, forms the visual basis for
Alexandra Catiere’s Behind the Glass
(Chose Commune, 2018).
The story the various pictures tell
is opaque. Each spread suggests a secret narrative. Over the thirty-two thick,
doubled-over spreads, we are caught
in darkness, wetness, joy, fear, danger,
and strangeness. Sometimes it seems
a frightening world, as when a child
grasps, as though in anguish, at a disembodied adult’s hand placed over her
face, her legs contrarily clad in playful
striped socks; the overlaying image is
of a rushing stream of water. A fleeting
figure, face already going out of the camera’s frame, white dress flowing behind,
rests beneath a photograph of apples
floating in water. An image of a row of
sharp pencils lined up on white paper,
as if to write or to draw, folds upward
to reveal a nude child lifting up the side
of a tent. One of the most beautiful pairings is of a girl in a dark swimsuit in a
dark stream, her bowed form slinking
off into more darkness, while above it
lies a photograph of a spindly pine tree
stretching out under a white sky. A flowering of reeds overlays a photograph of
an exuberant blond-curled little girl in
what feels like a summer splurge by the
water. Everywhere there is water.
In distant urban lights nearly
drowned by night, in flowing streams;
willowy landscapes; a display of glasses;
an array of cherries; a white bird nearly pressed to death by a child’s hand;
a dead black bird; a small child’s crocheted cap; the flowing blond hair forming a halo around a girl’s darkened face—
over and over these mysterious images
weave their suggestive tales.
What do these disparate things
have to do with the faces coming out of

the darkness? Every face—female, male,
young, old—rests atop a photogram of
grasses, leaves, or white drops suggesting precipitation, or lines squiggling in
the blackness like threads of thought,
complications of memories, weird
shapes in the mind. In one instance,
there is a haunting picture of hands, religious in mystery, graceful in gesture,
while above it is an image of an open
door allowing light to mark a path in.
I don’t know what the abstract images
“mean,” but they seem like an attempt
to understand what is beneath or within the faces. And the realistic images—
do they show us what the faces see? Or
are they reflections of what the faces
feel or imagine?
Of course, any interpretation is personal. The final spread presents a photograph of water and a pebbled shoreline,
so abstracted there is hardly a demarcation line between them, sun sparkling everywhere. The interior image
of a woman in almost black silhouette,
arms stretched to the edge of the frame,
expresses for me the artist’s willingness
to dive into, take in whatever darkness,
obscurity, universe of earth and mind
that she can.
We are told little. “All the photographs in this book are gelatin silver prints made between 2002 and
2018.” Concept, editing, sequencing,
and design are credited in the book to
Cécile Poimbœuf-Koizumi, Vasantha
Yogananthan, and Bureau Kayser. Catiere thanks them for their “vision and
enthusiasm.” A collaborative effort
was involved in creating this unconventional book, but the result feels like Catiere’s alone.
I have been fascinated since childhood with the image of a passing face
on dark glass, that fleeting presence of a
person, and the mystery of who is there.
Sometimes it is only oneself, and that
creature can be as alien as the unknown
faces looking out. As I looked at Catiere’s
first book, the title kept ringing with Ingmar Bergman’s psychologically intense
film Through a Glass Darkly (1961). It
didn’t feel inappropriate. The question
of reality, the multiple layers, and intimations of darkness within and without
seem to be of a similar, compelling thrust.

Alice Rose George is a New York–based
independent editor, adviser, and curator.
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Gesellschaft beginnt mit drei
Alistair O’Neill on Andrzej Steinbach

Andrzej Steinbach
Gesellschaft beginnt mit drei
(Society starts at three)
Spector Books · Leipzig, Germany, 2017 · Designed
by Andrzej Steinback/HIT · 9 ⅛ x 11 ⅝ in. (23 x
29.5 cm) · 68 pages · 35 black-and-white images ·
Paperback · spectorbooks.com
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The inclusion of only seven of the thirtyfive portraits comprising Andrzej Steinbach’s Gesellschaft beginnt mit drei
(Society starts at three) —published
by Spector as a minimalist, softcover
volume—in the Museum of Modern Art’s
exhibition Being: New Photography
2018, is a good example of why there
are always winners and losers in the
large-scale group portrait. Just like an
actor being photographed by Annie
Leibovitz for Vanity Fair who suddenly realizes that in being placed on the
right of the group he will appear folded
behind the cover, there is always the
fear of being left behind in the midst of
being surrounded.

The struggle to
command the
picture is palpable
in every portrait.
Steinbach’s series looks at first like
an initial selection for producing a digital composite group portrait (the kind
that Leibovitz specializes in), where the
individual is homed in on from the wider frame, so that their relation to other
members in the shot can be replicated
when the separate optimum shots are
stitched together. On closer inspection,
it features three young women who
triangulate across the thirty-five portraits changing their outfits, their poses, and their gestures as if enacting a
larger group. Washed in bright monochromatic tones, with boyish pouts and
black clothes, the representations of
the women segue uneasily between the
precise, unembellished aesthetic developed by August Sander in the pursuit of
documenting human diversity and the
fashion-aware, identity politics–driven
work produced by Collier Schorr about
performative subjects.
When conceptualizing the series,
Steinbach “was thinking in the format
of the group and family portrait, where
. . . the representation of the family
stands also for the general idea of society in a wider sense.” The three women
could be a nonnuclear family, but what
overrides this possibility is the sense
of how the individual is bordered and
policed in each image by the collective—
there always seems to be an arm placed
on a shoulder, or a foot striking in from
the left, or half a body on the right. The
struggle to command the picture is palpable in every portrait.
The book’s title is a reference to
an essay by German sociologist Ulrich
Bröckling, which employs triangulation to describe the mechanism of soci-
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etal discontinuity. Bröckling is better
known for his study The Entrepreneurial Self: Fabricating a New Type of Subject (2016), first published in German in
2007, which identifies how a business
model of enterprise conditions how individuals pursue “quality of life” through
a perpetual state of striving for improvement. The disaffection this breeds can
be read in the series quite literally, as
if the costume changes are an expression of the women’s frustration and will
to change how they present themselves.
As the pictures make us scan from left
to right, and from up to down, we mentally compose a total image that disintegrates with each and every continuity
error or change of heart, like a miscoded
algorithm for dressing for success and
making friends.
The work, presented via a spare
layout and floppy “look book” format,
inscribes the precise nature of the
three outfits the three women wear on
rotation (a workman’s coverall, a formfitting two-piece suit, and a tracksuit
worn with a baseball cap), all of them
imports from the male wardrobe. Once
classified as forms of blue-collar work
wear, white-collar office wear, and
sportswear, respectively, their adoption
by fashion as womens wear has divested their original purpose and socioeconomic association, turning them into
uniforms that offer a blankness and a
nonreferential specificity that is characteristic of how fashion functions in
modern society. In his 1904 essay “Fashion,” German sociologist Georg Simmel
defined its dualistic nature, as the tendency to both fit in and stand out.
Fashion advertising campaigns
such as the Gap’s “Individuals of Style”
from 1988, or Calvin Klein’s 1994 campaign for his ck one fragrance, shot by
Steven Meisel, exemplify how a series
of images of a group, or a number of individuals, can make this tension desirable, brokering a collective uniqueness
from standard apparel. Steinbach’s series is clearly informed by this type of
commercial group image, but it points
to the slippage at play in pinning the
vital concerns of identity and representation to manufactured garment forms
untethered from their original meaning. The portraits of the three women
in their three outfits disclose very little
about their profession, class, or background, which makes the series more
unnerving the more you look at it. Without the calibrated sartorial indicators
that Sander could once rely on, Steinbach’s subjects are hiding in the light,
in fear of being apart from the in crowd.
Alistair O’Neill is Professor of Fashion
History and Theory at Central Saint Martins,
located in London.
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Persecuted/Persecutors:
People of the 20th Century
Brendan Embser on August Sander

August Sander
Persecuted/Persecutors:
People of the 20th Century
Steidl · Göttingen, Germany, 2018 · Designed by Anette
Lenz with Marie-Christine Clément · 9 x 11 ⅞ in. (23
x 30 cm) · 240 pages · 193 black-and-white images ·
Hardcover · steidl.de

In December 1941, Adele Katz sent a postcard that was
never received. “My two dears, first of all let me send
you my very best wishes,” she wrote from the Litzmannstadt ghetto, in the Polish city of L
ŁŁ ódźź. “I’m sorry
to say that so far we have waited in vain for news from
you.” Adele’s father, Benjamin (Benno) Katz, had been
a prosperous butcher and meat wholesaler in Cologne,
having opened his business in 1892 not far from the
home and studio of the photographer August Sander.
But on April 1, 1933, the day of Germany’s first nationwide boycott of Jewish businesses, Benno and his son,
Arnold, were forced to march the streets of Cologne
carrying defamatory, anti-Semitic signs. It was a scene
of humiliation.
Soon, the family business would become untenable; several years later, unable to go abroad, Benno
and Adele were sent to the L
ŁŁ ódź ghetto. By May 1942,
just months after Adele wrote her postcard from L
ŁŁ ódź,
she and Benno were deported to the Chełmno extermination camp and killed.
This is not how a story about August Sander—the
Rembrandt of photography, whose name summons
classical archetypes of German identity between the
wars—is supposed to start. How do the Jews fit in? But
the German Jews who Sander photographed in the late
1930s, among them Benno Katz and his family, are at
the center of August Sander: Persecuted/Persecutors,
People of the 20th Century (Steidl, 2018), an extraordinary book that accompanies an exhibition of Sander’s
portraits at the Mémorial de la Shoah, the Holocaust
museum in Paris. Numerous photographic collections
have put faces to 180,000 German Jews killed during
World War II, as Sophie Nagiscarde, head of the cultural department at the Mémorial, notes in the introduction. But “none compare with August Sander’s skillfully produced portraits of the Jews who sat for him in his
studio.” And none, perhaps, have been collected and
printed with the austere clarity of this book, with its
fragrantly inky, unvarnished pages, which was overseen by Gerhard Sander, the photographer’s grandson.
Persecuted/Persecutors unfolds with the graceful
structure of a sonata: exposition, development, recapitulation. In the beginning comes Face of Our Time,
the 1929 photobook that would precede Sander’s masterwork, People of the Twentieth Century. Taken in the
German Westerwald region and in Cologne, Sander’s
portraits, as he gathered them into highly organized
portfolios, were meant to portray the breadth of humanity through individual faces and bodies marked
by a person’s station in life. Here, Young Farmers
(1914), Country Girls (1925), Pastry Cook (1928), Working Students (1926), and Tycoon (1927)—some of the
most memorable photographic portraits in the history of the medium—are set at quarter-page size, as
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aides-mémoire. We know them, but they’re not the stars
this time. They remind yet again of Sander’s brilliance,
and a time when making a photograph was an event,
not a habit.
There follows an entirely black spread, the silence
before the next movement: “Portfolio IV/23a—Classes
and Professions, The National Socialist.” Across ten
pages are masculine exponents of the Nazi regime,
each at full-page and uninterrupted by any text. They
are members of the SS or Hitler Youth, according to the

With comparative precision,
the persecuted share this
book with their persecutors.
captions in the back matter. Some, in their looks, edge
close to Aryan deities; others, with their glasses and
well-kept hair and pudgy middles, look like someone’s
father or brother. NS insignia is apparent in subtle or
glaring ways, as in Sander’s portrait of the Nazi head of
the department of culture, seated in profile, a pose that
foregrounds the swastika on his armband. “Since millions of Germans from all social backgrounds abhorred
it, the Nazi armband was meaningless,” Alain Sayag, of
the Centre Pompidou, writes in one of the book’s many
wide-ranging essays. “Similarly, the Nazi uniform, authentic or costume, became a hollow symbol: the mask
behind which an entire society was hiding.” But it’s not
the Nazi accessorizing that makes the portraits in this
portfolio unnerving. It’s the hands, calm and carefully folded, a wedding ring shining—or, in one fearsome
young National Socialist, wide-spanned and clenched,
veins popping. Those hands are capable of anything.
With comparative precision, the persecuted share
this book with their persecutors. “Portfolio VI/44—The
City, Persecuted” is a collection of studio portraits of
German Jews, most taken in 1938. They appear pensive, guarded, their minds are elsewhere. They were
having their ID portraits made; they were thinking of
escape. Persecuted/Persecutors tethers these plates
to biographical research conducted by Cologne’s
NS-Documentation Center. Brief and empathic in tone,
and printed on light blue pages in the appendix, the stories of the persecuted are often accompanied by transcriptions of letters. Many end with a chilling cadence
about deportation. Philipp Fleck, for instance, an editor of a bis z, the magazine of the influential Cologne
Progressives with which August Sander was associated, died in the L
ŁŁ ódź ghetto in 1942. He never received
the letter his brother, Richard Fleck, sent in May of that

year. “You can imagine how I long for some news of you,”
Richard wrote. “I hope you are, at least, in good health.”
Of the Nazis, we learn nothing.
Apart from the exceptional reproduction of the
plates, the revelation of Persecuted/Persecutors comes
in the form of the contact prints from which Sander
selected the twelve images for the portfolio “The Persecuted” in People of the Twentieth Century, as well as
various other ephemera (letters, book covers, archival
photographs) that are threaded throughout. The contact prints are set to scale, with full negative frames,
on a pale gray-green background, and pull back slightly
to reveal the apparatus of the studio. They lose none of
the intensity of the final cropped versions. Adele Katz
appears in profile with her white blouse and watch,
alongside her brother, Arnold, with his wide-lapelled
jacket and the still-youthful openness of his features.
This sequence concludes with smaller 6 -by-9centimeter contact prints of Erich Sander, August’s
older son, who was imprisoned in 1934 for his political
activities with the Socialist Workers’ Party. Erich, who
died in prison in 1944, became a prison photographer,
and several of his own portraits of political prisoners
would be integrated into his father’s work in “The Persecuted.” A leitmotif in Persecuted/Persecutors, the
unexpectedly moving relationship between father and
son, between master and protégé, finds its most eloquent expression in a photograph of August at his desk,
two years after Erich’s death. On the wall are five portraits of Erich, including one from his student days,
recognizable from Face of Our Time, and one of his
death mask, included in Sander’s final portfolio, The
Last People.
“Last week I was again busy with Menschen des 20.
Jahrunderts,” Sander wrote, in 1947, of his intention to
include the persecuted in his portfolios. “We got the Jew
folder down on paper. These are people who emigrated
or breathed their last in the gas chambers. All magnificent heads of unpolitical people.” Sander aspired to
make a portrait of society as it was, not as it could or
should be. The pictures might well have been enough.
But, the cumulative effect of the research and short
biographies of the Jewish subjects and political prisoners in Persecuted/Persecutors, arriving at the end of
this book like a coda, is devastating. No longer “types,”
Sander’s subjects are envisioned here as windows onto
individual lives brutally cut short. Adele Katz’s letter
was never received because it was intercepted by the
Nazis. She is alive now only in a photograph, but her
words, at last, can be read by an audience she might
never have imagined: “Heartfelt greetings and kisses
from me, and say hello to everyone who knows me.”
Brendan Embser is the managing editor of Aperture magazine.
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Seeing the West Anew

Rebecca Bengal on Susan Lipper, Kristine Potter, Justine Kurland,
and the Contemporary American Landscape

2.

1.

3.

In her influential 1985 essay “Of Mother Nature and
Marlboro Men,” Deborah Bright called for women artists to “recoup landscape photography for themselves
in response to its long-time character as an exclusive
white male preserve.” The cherished ideal of the Wild
West, metaphoric repository of the American dream,
seemed particularly hunted and besieged: Ronald Reagan was in office, and images of the cowboy president
riding horses and chopping wood on his Santa Barbara
ranch were prevalent, propping up stereotypical colonial ideas of dominance and expansion. “Landscape
images are the last preserve of a nation’s myths about
nature, civilization and beauty,” Bright wrote.
Certainly plenty of American women photographers working in landscape-at-large have been cracking apart those myths since, as seen in Sally Mann’s
photographs of Civil War battlefields, and LaToya Ruby
Frazier’s depictions of steel industry wastelands in her
hometown of Braddock, Pennsylvania, to name a few.
In that vein come two auspiciously titled new books
of black-and-white photographs centered on American landscape by women photographers: Domesticated Land (MACK, 2018) by Susan Lipper and Manifest
(TBW Books, 2018) by Kristine Potter.
Lipper’s Domesticated Land is the third in a series of monographs the New York–based photographer
has made on road trips in America since the 1990s.
In this installment, she travels to the California desert, rendered postapocalyptic in sun-bleached tones.
In the image that wraps the front and back cover of
Domesticated Land, a desert junkyard of tin cans
rusts in the sunlight, the detritus of past westward
migrations leaving an ominous trail for those who
follow. While born in Dallas, Potter was based in New
York for years, prior to moving to Nashville in 2017. For
Manifest, she traveled to Colorado, photographing wilderness and the men who wander it. On the cover of the
book, a male subject is mostly camouflaged by leaves
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and corresponding shadows; they shield and protect
him in a harsh and unknown landscape.
Lipper and Potter focus specifically on the American West. Their books join other recent monographs
by women that take as their subject this complicated
history and landscape. In her first monograph, Deep
Springs (MACK, 2017), begun when she was completing an MFA at Yale, Sam Contis traveled to the then allmale liberal arts college of the same name, located in
the California desert east of the Sierra Nevadas. Her
sensual, gestural pictures of young men in a rugged
landscape reveal atypical depictions of masculinity
in the West. In her photographs the region remains
romantic, but the view is personal and intimate, focusing not just on bodies in relation to landscape, but
specifically the textures of clothing, skin, dirt, blood.
Wilderness, the road, and the individualist promise
embodied by the West have occupied much of Justine
Kurland’s career, too, starting with her Girl Pictures
series of staged photographs, which were recently
shown in an anniversary exhibition and republished
as a limited-edition photobook in an edition of two
hundred copies, which sold out rapidly (Mitchell-Innes
& Nash, 2018). Seen afresh in 2018 and by a new generation, her girls took on new resonance as they forged
through woods and roadside wastelands and made
those places their own, reclaiming male-dominated
adventure narratives in the process. What began as
revisions of fictionalized myth for Kurland launched
a career trajectory into a years-long, documentaryminded exploration of the American road as place
and ideal, an interrogation of manifest destiny. On
her annual cross-country migrations, often accompanied by her young son, Kurland photographed the
tropes of the Westward road: trains dissolving into the
vast landscape, horses and cars and their mechanics and drivers and hitchhikers—America’s grizzled
and troubled dreamers and drifters, most of them

men. “What is power in this wounded world?” Kurland
asks, quoting her own son’s question; “I could ask the
same of the road.”
The drifters who wander through Kristine Potter’s
pages could practically be some of the same men. Potter
has made masculinity the subject of previous series: her
photographs of soldiers training at West Point are connected to a long line of male relatives who served in the
military. Her latest work, photographed in Colorado, is
also rooted in personal history—her great-great-grandparents were sharpshooters who started their own
traveling show, in the style of Buffalo Bill’s Wild West
show—and Manifest grapples with both the history of
landscape photography Bright cites, and the legacy
of westward expansion, justified by national ideology.
“The mythic image of the West abetted the profound and
sustained violence required to render this region to the
nation, in a process that in turn stripped from the West
the lifeworld of its indigenous peoples,” writes Stanley
Wolukau-Wanambwa in the afterword.
Potter’s landscapes are luminous but anxious, alluring but frightening. There’s a sense of paranoia in
the pacing of Manifest. Darkness offers comfort: shadows shelter those for whom to be exposed means to be
vulnerable. Midway through the book, a photograph of
an empty road under a full moon, in multiple shades
of silver, is the most serene image in the book—here,
the night delivers calm. In daylight, appearing like
portents on the ground and repeating within Potter’s
sequence are images of water, a river, and the mininarrative of a man surfacing in it, attempting to make
his way across. Will he make it? There are flashes of the
pastoral—a man sunning on a rock in a stream, sunlit
weeds, those river rapids—but idyllic nature is often a
goal, not the present tense. It is the distant view, in the
book’s final image, of the snow-capped Rockies, seen
from a still-green part of the country, obscured by other
woods, another wilderness to cross first. Here is man-
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ifest destiny realized, Potter seems to suggest—or, to
answer Bright, the cancer of the Marlboro Man.
When Susan Lipper began her road trip trilogy
of photobooks in the 1990s, she had returned from a
three-year residency in the UK. Grapevine, first published in 1994 by Cornerhouse, takes its name from a
hollow in rural West Virginia, where Lipper made pictures that were both diaristic and documentary. Her
next photobook in the series, trip (Dewi Lewis, 2000),
worked photographs made in Louisiana, Mississippi,
and Texas into an imagined journey that subverted the
classic male road trip, and made her own presence a
character. Between trip and Domesticated Land, Lipper says, she invented a new photographic persona, not
terribly unlike herself: a liberal New Yorker who “has
not lost faith in America fulfilling its utopian promise,” and who also seeks to shuck off its consumerist
culture. Her protagonist heads to the California desert,
culminating at Zabriskie Point, unnamed but resonant
nonetheless. Here presented as a kind of final frontier—
blighted, scorched, blinding, largely uninhabited—the
landscape takes on an alien aspect, and the objects pictured within it offer telling clues.
As in trip, in which Lipper made her own presence palpable on diner plates and motel mirrors, she
places herself in the narrative of Domesticated Land.
A car’s side mirror is visible at the right edge of one
frame, for instance, and these moments where the photographer is seen offer tangible proof that this world
is being watched, that someone is bearing witness to
what is happening to this dry, cracking earth. Interspersed at intervals throughout the book are pages
containing brief quotations, which clue the reader in
to the mindset of this traveler, which is aligned with
Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale, and a legacy of American women pioneers who, as feminist theorist Annette Kolodny writes in one epigraph within Domesticated Land, tend to approach the harsh
land with the goal of “locating a home and a familial
human community within a cultivated garden”: a
domesticated land. It’s a gentler approach, but still
centered around bending landscape to human will—
and isn’t that a version of colonial sensibility, too? Instead of the utopia her traveler seeks, Lipper finds the
dried pages of a book, littered fragments of construction material, discarded refrigerators and washing
machines, baked asphalt, an abandoned house that
could be a suburban tract home out of Robert Adams’s
The New West—all grim portents. Soldiers and military
tanks appear on the horizon; here, seemingly, is the
foregone conclusion of the land, the government takeover of the desert.
And yet the book makes room for a kind of hope.
Lipper’s lone protagonist is also seemingly rescued by
the company of a band of wanderers. Perhaps they are
a literal band (she also quotes song lyrics by a desert
musical group, the Sibleys), but regardless, their faceless presence in the images adds a welcome mutinous
thread as they inspect the traces of civilization. They
are the human community of which Kolodny writes,
and seeing them delivers a little surge of possibility.
Could they collectively rebel against the feds encroaching and imposing an armed rule over the natural world?
Some of the solace in the book comes from the bleakness of the images, the depictions of the continuous
desert itself, suggestive of something Adams also said
in his New West period: that “all land, no matter what
has happened to it, has over it a grace, an absolutely
persistent beauty.” In any case, if this land is to survive humanity’s most destructive impulses, perhaps
a first step is to undo the Marlboro Country mythology of the West: to question, to see again, to see anew.
Rebecca Bengal is a New York–based writer. Her work has
been published by Aperture, the New Yorker, the Paris Review,
and Vogue.
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A View of a Room

Alexa Dilworth on Susan Meiselas

1. *Shortlisted see page 19

What is a photobook? An entry into, or a view on, how
to think about and understand photographs is one answer. I learned this anew with Susan Meiselas’s A View
of a Room (Here Press, 2018), which opens up questions of vision and view, of authorship and collaboration, by creating a record of an invitation to respond
to one quiet photograph of a small, unmade bed in a
spare, windowless room.
A View of a Room is a further exploration of A
Room of Their Own, a collaborative project between
Meiselas, Multistory—a community arts company in
the postindustrial “Black Country” of England’s West
Midlands—and “women in refuge” there. A book of the
same name published by Multistory in 2017 was composed of Meiselas’s photographs alongside firsthand
accounts and original art by the women.
A few months before A Room of Their Own’s book
release, the Photographers’ Gallery in London asked
Meiselas to choose an image from the project for their
Touchstone program, which displays a single photograph and invites both written and drawn responses to
the question, “What do you see?” The gallery displayed
contextualizing information on where and when the
photo was taken—Room 12, Ruby House, The Haven,
Wolverhampton, 2016—and a brief project description.
What Meiselas captures with A View of a Room
is something in inverse proportion to her succinct
description of the small, multicomponent bound object: “a print of the image I chose to contribute—Ritu’s
Room—and a selection of responses that were submitted.” The publication stems so much from Meiselas’s
past collaborations, her inclusive way of seeing and
working by incorporating others’ perspectives and histories. While documentary images are rooted in reality and provide a record of actual people, spaces, and
happenings, they aren’t themselves real. At their best,
what they allow is ample room for imaginative inquiry.
There is always the desire to invent a narrative, provide meaning—to create something that feels true. A
View of a Room conveys the experience of viewers who
entered an image, a room without a view, and gave expression to both what they saw and what they brought
with them, a figural suitcase of memories, experiences,
inventions.
Ben Weaver replicates the same ingenious design
he used for A Room of Their Own, with the title on
the back, a drawing on the front. One approaches and
enters, then, through the reproduction of a viewer’s
drawing of Meiselas’s image, rather than the image
itself. The book/nonbook’s cover opens to a reproduction of Ritu’s Room and a short text by Meiselas
printed on flaps that conceal/reveal the “original”
photograph—a print in a clear sleeve—on the left, and
a reproduction of the what-do-you-see prompt card
from the Photographers’ Gallery on the right. Held
within this folded-cover object is a bound “book” that
re-creates the viewers’ handwritten texts and drawings in response to the image.
Meiselas’s photo—a seeming portrait of absence,
though full of portent—is in effect inscribed on and
informed by the viewers. This is an object of intimate
incursion, an exploration contained within a defined and finite space. The participants’ words and
drawings change the image by allowing reinventions
through emphasis, a verbal and/or visual underscore
of a stain on the carpet, a mark on the wall.
The sometimes-piercing insights that result from
this reciprocity of shared authorship were what surprised me most about a seemingly straightforward
enterprise. The anonymous viewers’ interpretations,
some banal, some electric, made me lean closer. I had

to learn how to see and read the image, studying the
print over and over because there was so much I had
missed. I hadn’t seen that mark on the wall or noticed
that the duvet rolled up on top of the bed might hold the
hidden “subject” or that a suit bag looked like a body
bag. We have all become good skimmers, quick parsers,
of what’s present in an image. I needed a refresher on
slowing down enough to see what was and wasn’t there,
and what was suggested.
A Room of Their Own followed, as Meiselas writes,
the “stages of the refuge experience from the time it be-

The publication stems so
much from Meiselas’s past
collaborations, her inclusive
way of seeing and working.
gins in ‘a room of their own.’ An empty room may offer
the launch of a new life, but it can also represent resistance to the idea of settling, and speak to the desire to
move on.” What’s thankfully permanent is this record
of a shared experience of looking—an object that can
be held and felt and which will be archived, which will
last. And in lasting, can be shared again.
Alexa Dilworth is publishing director and senior editor at the
Center for Documentary Studies at Duke University, where she
also directs the DocX lab and the awards program, which includes the Dorothea Lange–Paul Taylor Prize. She is the editor
of Literacy and Justice through Photography by Wendy Ewald,
Katherine Hyde, and Lisa Lord, among other publications.
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